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TECHNO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE INTEGRATION OF LARGE-SCALE 

HYDROGEN PRODUCTION AND A HYBRID CSP+PV PLANT IN NORTHERN 

CHILE 

 
El hidrógeno verde ha sido considerado como uno de los vectores energéticos del futuro, 

y Chile puede convertirse en líder en su producción debido a su gran potencial de 

energías renovables. La electricidad barata para producir hidrógeno verde es uno de los 

factores clave para que el hidrógeno solar sea un método de producción rentable. Sin 

embargo, sin almacenamiento de energía, la capacidad operativa de los electrolizadores 

es pequeña y, por tanto, la proporción de la inversión en el costo nivelado del hidrógeno 

(LCOH2) aumenta debido a la baja utilización de los electrolizadores. En esta tesis se 

propuso realizar un análisis técnico-económico de la integración de la producción de 

hidrógeno verde a gran escala y una planta híbrida CSP + PV de 100 MWe en el norte de 

Chile, uno de los puntos solares más importantes del mundo. Una planta solar híbrida 

aprovecha el bajo costo de la tecnología PV y la capacidad de despacho de la CSP con 

almacenamiento, lo que aumenta las horas de producción renovable, creando 

condiciones ideales para el desarrollo de la industria del hidrógeno verde. Para 

comprender mejor la utilidad de dicha integración, se comparó el rendimiento de la planta 

solar híbrida con el rendimiento ofrecido por cada tecnología solar independiente y con 

una conexión a la red mediante un contrato PPA. El análisis se llevó a cabo utilizando un 

código desarrollado con PySAM, una librería de código abierto basada en Python, que 

no sólo proporciona acceso a todas las capacidades del software System Advisor Model 

(SAM), sino que también ayuda a implementar escenarios personalizados de nuevas 

tecnologías. Este estudio ha constatado que la producción de hidrógeno a partir de 

energía solar no es económicamente competitiva con el hidrógeno de origen fósil en 

2021. Sin embargo, también ha demostrado que para la próxima década el acoplamiento 

fotovoltaico-electrolítico será capaz de alcanzar valores rentables y el mínimo LCOH2 de 

las vías consideradas. Aunque las plantas híbridas no alcanzarían valores tan bajos como 

la PV en 2030, esta integración ofrece costos más bajos que la producción de hidrógeno 

basada solo en CSP. Además, en condiciones favorables, las plantas híbridas también 

podrían alcanzar el rango de valores del hidrógeno basado en combustibles fósiles 

(menos de 2 USD/kgH2) y beneficios adicionales si se analiza cada configuración de forma 

holística. De hecho, una planta híbrida consigue la mayor producción anual de hidrógeno, 

el menor costo específico de almacenamiento y el mayor potencial de reducción de 

emisiones de CO2 equivalentes de todos los escenarios estudiados. Los resultados de 

esta tesis proporcionan una buena referencia para futuros estudios y serán de interés 

para los responsables de la toma de decisiones y de políticas de transición energética. El 

código desarrollado está disponible en código abierto para que más investigadores 

puedan investigar otros escenarios de producción de hidrógeno solar. 
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Abstract  

 
Green hydrogen has been considered as one of the energy carriers of the future, and 

Chile can become a leader in its production due to its great renewable energy potential. 

Cheap electricity is one of the key drivers for making green hydrogen a cost-effective 

production method. However, without energy storage, only a small operational capacity of 

electrolyzers can be achieved, and therefore, the share of the investment in the levelized 

cost of hydrogen (LCOH2) increases because of the low utilization of the electrolyzers. 

This thesis set out to conduct a techno-economic analysis of the integration of large-scale 

green hydrogen production and a hybrid CSP + PV plant of 100 MWe in northern Chile, 

one of the world's solar hotspots. A hybrid solar plant takes advantage of the low cost of 

PV technology and the dispatchability of CSP with storage, which increases the hours of 

renewable production, creating ideal conditions for the development of the green 

hydrogen industry. For a better understanding of the usefulness of such integration, the 

performance of the hybrid solar plant was compared with the performance offered by each 

independent solar technology and with a grid-connection via a PPA mechanism. The 

analysis was carried out using an in-house code developed with PySAM, an open-source 

library based on Python that not only provides access to all capabilities of the System 

Advisor Model (SAM) software, but also helps to implement and integrate custom 

scenarios of novel technologies. This study has found that solar-based hydrogen 

production is not economically competitive with fossil fuel hydrogen in 2021. However, 

this study has also shown that for the next decade PV-electrolysis coupling will be able to 

achieve cost-effective values and the minimum LCOH2 of the considered pathways. 

Although hybrid solar plants do not reach values as low as stand-alone PV in 2030, this 

integration offers lower costs of production than hydrogen production based on stand-

alone CSP. Furthermore, under favorable conditions, hybrid solar plants could also 

achieve the value range of fossil fuel-based hydrogen (i.e., below $2 per kg of hydrogen) 

and additional benefits if each tested configuration is analyzed holistically. In fact, a hybrid 

solar plant achieves the highest annual hydrogen production, the lowest specific cost of 

storage and the highest CO2 equivalent emission reduction potential of all the scenarios 

under study. The results of this thesis provide a good benchmark for future studies and 

will be of interest to decision and policy makers in energy transition. Equally important, 

the developed code is available in open source so that more researchers can further 

investigate other solar hydrogen production scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: hybrid CSP+PV plant, Photovoltaic energy (PV), Concentrated Solar Power 

(CSP), green hydrogen, electrolyzers, PySAM, Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH2). 
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1. Motivation 

 

In the face of climate change and on the basis of the Paris Agreement, in June 2019, the 
Chilean government announced that Chile was committed to achieve carbon neutrality by 
2050, i.e., that the country reaches a state of balance between emissions and absorptions 
of greenhouse gases, mainly carbon dioxide (CO2). To achieve this ambitious goal, one 
of the great allies that has gained strength recently is green hydrogen, i.e., hydrogen 
generated by renewable energy sources without producing polluting emissions [1]. 
Although there are several renewable energy-based solutions for producing hydrogen, 
currently the most established option for producing green hydrogen is the electrolysis of 
water powered by renewable electricity [2]. Nowadays, both the public and private sectors 
agree on the fundamental role that this energy vector can play in the decarbonization 
strategy. For this reason, on November 3rd, 2020, the Government of Chile launched the 
National Green Hydrogen Strategy, which has three main objectives: to have 5 GW of 
electrolysis capacity under development by 2025, to produce the cheapest green 
hydrogen by 2030 and to be among the top 3 exporters by 2040 [3].  

 

While green hydrogen has begun to gain prominence, one of the main barriers that limits 
its use on a large-scale is the cost of the energy required for its production. According to 
the Ministry of Energy, between 50 and 80% of the cost of hydrogen corresponds to the 
electricity supply. As a consequence of the latter, Chile has been identified as one of the 
most competitive countries for the development and production of green hydrogen due to 
the enormous potential for generating electricity from renewable resources, particularly 
solar energy. To take advantage of this solar resource, there are two main types of solar 
energy technologies: photovoltaics (PV) and concentrating solar-thermal power (CSP). 
On the one hand, PV systems are the most economical and widespread solar electric 
technology in the world. This type of technology uses solar cells and converts sunlight 
directly into electricity without the need for moving parts. However, electrical storage in 
PV is currently not feasible, so its production is intermittent and limited by daily and 
seasonal fluctuations. The latter makes it difficult to guarantee a year-round baseload 
production that can be used for large-scale green hydrogen production. On the other hand, 
CSP technology integrated with Thermal Energy Storage system (TES) represents a 
suitable option to improve the dispatch capacity and the capacity factor; however, it has a 
much higher cost mainly due to the cost of storage and solar field necessary to ensure a 
continuous and reliable generation of electricity. To solve the limitations of each 
technology, the concept of hybrid CSP + PV plant has been studied by different authors 
in recent years [4]–[12] and seeks to exploit the main advantage of each of the solar 
technologies in an optimal manner and in a single application. 
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Previous studies in the area have focused on the study of hybrid solar plants for electricity 
generation in particular or integrated to the production of fresh water [13], cooling or 
process heat [14].  However, very little is currently known about hybrid CSP + PV plants 
dedicated to green hydrogen production in the world, and to date there are no Chile-based 
studies on the subject. Moreover, the few green hydrogen studies carried out in Chile have 
focused on studying the production of green hydrogen with wind energy in Patagonia [15], 
[16] or with solar energy in the Atacama Desert [17], but using the renewable generation 
sources separately, and not from a comprehensive point of view. Only one paper refers 
to the combination of wind and photovoltaic energy [18], leaving a clear and interesting 
research niche to combine CSP + PV hybridization with hydrogen production in northern 
Chile, where in addition to having a large solar resource, the most important mining 
projects are concentrated, with critical infrastructure already available (gas pipelines, 
ports, highways, power lines). 

 

In order to contribute to filling this gap, this thesis seeks to perform a techno-economic 
feasibility analysis of hybrid solar energy supply for hydrogen production based on low 
temperature electrolysis, considering its production and its subsequent conditioning to be 
stored. As input, it will use electrical energy produced by a combined PV and CSP plant 
of central tower in northern Chile, particularly in the vicinity of Antofagasta, considering 
two-time scenarios (current: 2021 and midterm: 2030). For comparison, the performance 
of the hybrid solar plant will be contrasted with that achieved by the stand-alone plants 
and that of a grid-connected electrolysis plant, using a Python-based code developed 
specifically for this purpose. Therefore, the originality and novelty lie both in the object of 
study and in the simulation tool used. Finally, it is worth highlighting that the vast majority 
of the data sources used in this thesis cover the years 2018-2021, which provides an 
updated perspective on the economics of green hydrogen production in northern Chile. 

 

In summary, combining solar technologies in a hybrid plant could be a promising way to 
stabilize the hydrogen supply and achieve a higher number of hours of electrolyzer 
operation, ensuring a higher volume of hydrogen produced to guarantee a constant supply 
for current demand (e.g., industrial and refining uses) or for emerging applications (e.g., 
hydrogen injection into gas grids (blending) or fuel cell electric vehicles). This research 
will contribute to a deeper understanding of the relationship between hybrid solar plants 
and hydrogen production, as well as to generate fresh insight into the knowledge of this 
promising alternative for a successful decarbonization of the Chilean energy sector and 
the resulting mitigation of climate change effects. 
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1.2. Objectives 

 

1.2.1. General Objective 

 

The main objective of this thesis is to evaluate the technical and economic feasibility of a 
power-to-hydrogen project in a strategic location in northern Chile. The project consists 
of a large-scale green hydrogen production system integrated with a hybrid solar power 
plant, which optimally combines a photovoltaic (PV) and central receiver concentrating 
solar power (CSP) system with thermal energy storage (TES). 

 

1.2.2. Specific Objectives 

 

• Create a code to model and simulate a hybrid plant with a CSP system that 
dispatches power in response to the output of the PV system. 

 

• Select the most suitable technology for the production and storage of hydrogen and 
model its performance. 

 

• Perform a parametric analysis for different uncertain components of the hybrid 
solar plant, identifying the main tradeoffs and selecting the best configuration that 
minimizes the cost of hydrogen production. 

 

• Determine the levelized cost of energy (LCOE), the green hydrogen production 
rate, the CO2 emissions avoided, the levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH2) and its 
projections in order to show the current and future scenarios. 

 

• Analyze the results obtained by the hybrid solar plant and contrast them with the 
performance achieved by each stand-alone solar plant, as well as the performance 
achieved by an indirect on-grid connection via a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 
mechanism. 
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1.3. Scope and Delimitations 

 

This research is descriptive and explanatory in nature with respect to the production of 
green hydrogen from hybrid solar plants, and focused on the first four stages of the 
hydrogen value chain: energy source, production, conditioning and storage. However, it 
is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider its transport and distribution to its final 
consumers (“off-takers”). Future works may consider end-consumers, which could be 
local (such as Minera Escondida, located 90 km from the project location) or international, 
exporting it from the port of Mejillones (located 100 km from the project).  Additionally, this 
study was limited to the production of pure green hydrogen, in liquid and gaseous state, 
but not another types of compounds such as ammonia, methane, methanol or other 
synthetic fuels. Finally, the reader should bear in mind that this thesis did not make a 
specific study of the origin of the water for hydrogen production, so the costs and other 
technical characteristics were assumed based on the literature available so far. A full 
discussion of freshwater access and water stress in northern Chile is beyond the scope 
of this study. 

 

1.4. Thesis Structure 

 

The thesis has been organized in the following way: 

 

Introduction to the topic, objectives and scope of the work are contained in chapter 1. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to review the state of the art and the theory behind the electrolysis 

process and solar energy basics. Chapter 3 is concerned with the methodology used for 

this study, with the sequential activities necessary for the completion of this work. Chapter 

4 presents the results and discussion of this thesis, focusing on technical and economic 

aspects. Chapter 5 and 6 deals with the conclusions and outlook for future work 

respectively. The bibliography used for this work can be found in chapter 7. Finally, the 

Python codes developed for this thesis are included in annexes. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 
 

2.1. Green Hydrogen 

 

Amid the climate change crisis and its devastating consequences, there is an urgent need 
to move away from conventional forms of energy production towards an energy model 
based on renewable sources and net-zero global carbon emissions. According to the 
Report on the Global State of the Climate 2020 presented by the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO), to limit the increase in world temperature to 1.5ºC, global emissions 
must be reduced by 45% by 2030, reaching almost zero by 2050; otherwise, climate 
change will become a phenomenon of no return, with serious toll on people’s lives and 
health [19]. 

 

One of the solutions being developed to meet such emissions reduction targets in some 
countries, including Chile, is green hydrogen, i.e., hydrogen generated through the 

electrolysis of water using renewable electricity. Until the moment of writing this thesis, 17 
governments have released hydrogen strategies, more than 20 governments have 
publicly announced they are working to develop strategies, and numerous companies are 
seeking to tap into hydrogen business opportunities [2]. The evidence seems to suggest 
that green hydrogen could play a crucial role as an energy vector in the energy transition 

to net zero emissions, decarbonizing sectors where direct electrification is more 
challenging (“hard-to-abate” sectors of the economy), such as long-haul transport or 
industry (chemical, steel and oil refinery industries). 

 

This close integration between the main energy consuming sectors (such as the heating, 
transport and industrial sectors) and energy producing sectors is known as "sector 
coupling", and green hydrogen plays a pivotal role in achieving this. The coupling of 
sectors through hydrogen is reflected in Figure 1, where it is possible to observe the 
interlinking of the energy supply and end-use sectors with one another, increasing the 
level of flexibility while facilitating the integration of variable renewable energy into the 
power system. In summary, green hydrogen presents the opportunity to accelerate the 
energy transition as well as the possibility to work towards a greenhouse gas free future 
and economy for the decarbonization of the energy matrix and its transition to carbon 
neutrality. 
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Figure 1: Sector Coupling [20] 

 

Although it may seem so, the use of hydrogen as a fuel is not new, but until recently it was 

not considered as a 100% sustainable alternative to generate large amounts of energy. 

In fact, hydrogen in Chile was only considered as a feedstock or raw material for the 

chemical industry, but not as a fuel. However, on 13 February 2021, Law No. 21.305 on 

Energy Efficiency was published in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Chile, where 

hydrogen is expressly declared as a fuel and empowers the Ministry of Energy to regulate 

it and treat it as an energy resource. An adequate regulatory framework is essential to 

develop the green hydrogen industry. In this regard, in May 2021, the Chilean Ministry of 

Energy and the Superintendency of Electricity and Fuels (SEC) published the first support 

guide for the authorization of special hydrogen projects [21], in order to provide guidance 

to individuals and companies interested in implementing projects in this promising area, 

which is attracting the interest of national and international stakeholders. 

 

 

The rise of hydrogen is due to multiple factors. On the one hand, in technical terms, 

hydrogen has great potential and versatility as an energy carrier, that is, it can be used in 

direct combustion processes, transformed into synthetic fuels or reconverted into 

electrical energy, where it releases only heat and water vapor instead of toxic gases. On 

the other hand, the green hydrogen industry in Chile could not only help to make energy 

development more sustainable, but could also be beneficial for the economy, as it could 

generate more than 22,000 direct and indirect jobs by 2030 and 91,000 by 2050 [22]. 
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2.2. Hydrogen Properties 
 

Hydrogen is a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas with unique characteristics that make 

it very interesting, and some of them are summarized in Table 1: 

 

Table 1: Physical properties of hydrogen [23] 

Property Hydrogen Comparison 

Density (gaseous) 0.089 kg/m3 (0°C, 1 bar) 1/10 of natural gas 

Density (liquid) 70.79 kg/m3 (-253°C, 1 bar) 1/6 of natural gas 

Boiling point -252.76°C (1 bar) 90°C below LNG 

Energy per unit of mass (LHV) 120.1 MJ/kg 3x that of gasoline 

Energy density (LHV) 0.01 MJ/L 1/3 of natural gas 

Specific energy (liquefied, LHV) 8.5 MJ/L 1/3 of LNG 

Flame velocity 346 cm/s 8x methane 

Ignition range 4–77% in air by volume 6x wider than methane 

Autoignition temperature 585°C 220°C for gasoline 

Ignition energy 0.02 MJ 1/10 of methane 

 

One of the characteristics that makes it more attractive to decarbonize many sectors of 

the economy is its gravimetric energy density. Figure 2 presents a comparison of specific 

energy (energy per mass or gravimetric density) and energy density (energy per volume 

or volumetric density) for several fuels based on lower heating values. 

 

 

Figure 2: Gravimetric and volumetric density of hydrogen and other fuels [24] 
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From Figure 2 it is clear that on a mass basis, hydrogen has the highest energy per mass 

of the different energy carrier options, with nearly three times the energy content of 

gasoline. In contrast to the high gravimetric energy density, the corresponding volumetric 

density of hydrogen is low: liquid hydrogen has a density of 8 MJ/L, whereas gasoline has 

a density of 32 MJ/L. In other words, hydrogen has a high amount of energy per unit mass 

(gravimetric density), but low energy density per unit volume, which means that larger 

volumes of hydrogen must be moved to meet identical energy demands compared to other 

fuels. 

 

2.3. Hydrogen Production 

 

Despite being one of the most abundant elements on Earth and the most abundant 

element in the universe, hydrogen is not found as an independent molecule (in isolation). 

Therefore, it must be extracted from other hydrogenated compounds (such as coal, oil, 

natural gas, biomass, water among other compounds in which hydrogen is one of the 

constituents) through a very wide variety of technologies (reforming, gasification, 

electrolysis, pyrolysis, water splitting and many others). It should be noted that because 

pure hydrogen requires other energy sources to be produced, it is not considered a 

primary energy source, but a secondary energy source or as an energy carrier, i.e., a 

substance that stores energy and releases it in a controlled manner when required. 

 

Virtually all hydrogen today is produced from natural gas and coal because of its favorable 

economy, but with very significant CO2 emissions. For instance, of the ~90 Mt H2 used in 

2020, about 80% was produced from fossil fuels, mostly unabated [25]. On the other hand, 

electrolysis – the electrochemical process that uses electricity to split water (H2O) into 

hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) – only played a minor role: less than 0.1% of the world's 

dedicated hydrogen production came from water electrolysis, mainly used in where high 

purity hydrogen was needed.  

 

Figure 3: Sources of hydrogen production, 2020 [25] 
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As can be seen in Figure 3, Global hydrogen demand of ~90 Mt in 2020 was met almost 

entirely by fossil fuel-based hydrogen, with 72 Mt H2 (79%) coming from dedicated 

hydrogen production plants, mainly for oil refining and chemical production. The 

remainder (21%) was by-product hydrogen produced in facilities designed primarily for 

other products, mainly refineries in which the reformation of naphtha into gasoline results 

in hydrogen. 

 

2.3.1. Solar Energy-Based Hydrogen Production 

 

There are numerous sources of hydrogen and possible alternative routes leading to its 
production; however, no hydrogen production technique will guarantee sustainability 
unless it is produced from renewable sources. Due to the latter, the present section 
discusses possible alternatives of solar hydrogen production. Hydrogen production using 
solar energy or solar-aided hydrogen production technologies can offer potential solutions 
to both ensuring sustainability in energy generation systems and designing environment-
friendly systems. These systems can be classified mainly into four types: concentrated 
solar thermal energy, photovoltaic, photo-electrolysis, and bio-photolysis, as shown in 
Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4: Sustainable pathways for hydrogen generation from solar energy [26] 

 

Photovoltaic, photo-electrolysis, and bio-photolysis are considered low-temperature 
applications, whereas solar thermolysis, solar thermochemical cycles, solar gasification, 
solar reforming, and solar cracking are high-temperature applications of concentrated 
solar thermal energy [26].  
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This research focuses on large scale production of solar hydrogen via electrolysis of 
water, powered by a mix of solar energy technologies (PV + CSP). In the case of CSP, 
the thermal energy collected can be employed to the steam power cycles for power 
production. The significant amount of power produced is fed to the electrolyzer for 
hydrogen production after meeting the system requirements. On the other hand, PV 
technology allows the direct transformation of solar radiation into electricity, which can be 
connected directly to the electrolyzer, because unlike CSP technology, it does not need 
an inverter, reducing current conversion losses (AC/DC). Further details of these solar 
technologies will be provided in the following sections. 

 

2.3.2. Electrolyzers 

 

The device that produces hydrogen in Power-to-Gas (P2G) projects is called an 

electrolyzer. There are three main technologies of electrolyzers: alkaline; proton-

exchange or polymer-electrolyte membrane (PEM) and solid oxide electrolysis cells 

(SOECs). Their main technical and economic characteristics are summarized in Table 2: 

 

Table 2: Techno-economic characteristics of different electrolyzer technologies [23] 
 

Alkaline electrolyzer PEM electrolyzer SOEC electrolyzer 

Today 2030 Long 
term 

Today 2030 Long 
Term 

Today 2030 Long 
Term 

Electrical 
efficiency 
(%, LHV) 

63–70 65–71 70–80 56–60 63–68 67–74 74–81 77–84 77–90 

Operating 
Pressure 

(bar) 

1–30 
  

30–80 
  

1 
  

Operating 
temperature 

(°C) 

60–80 
  

50–80 
  

650 
– 

1000 

  

Stack 
lifetime 

(Operating 
hours) 

60000 
– 

90000 

90000 
– 

100000 

100000 
– 

150000 

30000 
– 

90000 

60000 
– 

90000 

100000 
– 

150000 

10000 
– 

30000 

40000 
– 

60000 

75000 
– 

10000 

Load range 
(%, relative 
to nominal 

load) 

10–110 
  

0–160 
  

20–100 
  

Plant 
footprint 
(m2/kWe) 

0.095 
  

0.048 
     

CAPEX 
(USD/kWe) 

500 
– 

1400 

400 
– 

850 

200 
– 

700 

1100 
– 

1800 

650 
– 

1500 

200 
– 

900 

2800 
– 

5600 

800 
– 

2800 

500 
– 

1000 
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According to data reported by the IEA, by 2020 alkaline electrolyzers dominate global 

installed capacity with 61%, while PEMs have a 31% share. The remaining 8% of installed 

capacity is unspecified electrolyzer technology and SOECs [25]. From a technological 

point of view, SOECs electrolyzers are not a mature technology to operate on a large 

scale, which means that they are only available in demo or laboratory versions. Because 

of the latter, this study focused only on PEM and alkaline electrolyzers.  

 

2.3.2.1. Alkaline Electrolyzer 

 

Alkaline electrolyzers are the most developed and commercially available technology for 

producing hydrogen at significant rates today. Their principle of operation is based on the 

immersion of the two electrodes in an alkaline liquid electrolyte (pH > 7) of KOH (caustic) 

which is circulated through the electrolytic cells. The operating range of alkaline 

electrolyzers covers a minimum load of 10% to full design capacity, and as they do not 

require precious materials, capital costs are relatively low compared with other 

electrolyzer technologies. 

 

2.3.2.2. Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Electrolyzer (PEM) 

 

A proton-exchange membrane or polymer-electrolyte membrane (PEM) technology differs 

from alkaline electrolysis because it does not require any electrolytic liquid. In this case, a 

thin splitting polymer membrane is used, allowing a close proximity of the electrodes [27]. 

The area requirements of PEM electrolyzer systems are relatively small, making them 

potentially more attractive than alkaline electrolyzers in dense urban or industrial areas. 

However, current materials for electrode catalysts (platinum, iridium), bipolar plates 

(titanium) and membrane materials are expensive, so overall costs for PEMs are higher 

than for alkaline electrolyzers.  
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Figure 5: Schematic of PEM and alkaline electrolyzers [20] 

 

2.4. Hydrogen Storage 

 

In order to be used for energy purposes, hydrogen must first be obtained and then stored. 

The main hydrogen storage methods that have been tested and evaluated include storage 

in physical form (as either a gas or a liquid), in solids (hydrogen may be adsorbed onto or 

into a material) and in other compounds (metal hydrides, organic carriers, adsorbent 

materials, among others). The currently most commercially feasible options for hydrogen 

storage are compression at high pressure and liquefaction at cryogenic temperature (i.e., 

gaseous and liquid storage, respectively); therefore, they were the storage methods 

considered by this study. 

 

2.4.1. Compressed Gaseous Hydrogen (GH2) 

 

The most common method to increase the volumetric energy density of gaseous hydrogen 

is to compress it to very high pressures (between 350 and 900 bar) for storage, using a 

series of compressors and stepwise compression until the desired pressure is reached. 

Therefore, tanks storing hydrogen under these conditions must be made of carbon fiber 

lined with aluminum, steel, or specific polymers to withstand high stresses, as well as a 

large number of fatigue cycles due to tank loading and unloading. The main components 

of a pressurized hydrogen storage tank are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Schematic of a typical compressed H2 gas composite tank [28] 

 

2.4.2. Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) 

 

Hydrogen can also be stored as a liquid at very low temperatures (-253°C). Liquefaction 

reduces the volume to approximately 1/800 of the gaseous state (and therefore less space 

is required), making mass transport far more efficient, but technically challenging to store 

due to cryogenic temperatures. In this state, it is under near atmospheric pressure, so 

storage tanks do not require pressure strength, but must be heavily insulated, to retain 

the sub-zero temperature and to minimize the evaporation losses caused by thermal 

leakage (boil-off). The main components of a liquid hydrogen storage tank are shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7: Schematic of a typical liquid hydrogen storage tank [29] 
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2.5. Hydrogen Economy 

 

As previously stated, hydrogen can be produced from different energy sources and 

technologies, however, global hydrogen production is currently dominated by the use of 

fossil fuels, the lowest cost option. To compare different production methods from an 

economic point of view, the most commonly used metric is the levelized cost of hydrogen 

(LCOH2). This metric is an economic measure used to compare the lifetime costs of a 

hydrogen production plant with the total amount of hydrogen expected to be produced 

during the lifetime of the plant, expressed as cost per kg of hydrogen produced 

(USD/kgH2). The formula used to calculate the LCOH2 and further details on this metric 

are provided in the Methodology section. 

 

Figure 8 shows the current and projected levelized cost of hydrogen from different 

technologies. It is clear that today, renewable energy production is significantly more 

expensive than hydrogen from fossil fuels. In particular, steam reforming of natural gas 

(the reference production method for hydrogen) is in the range of USD 0.50 - 1.70 / kgH2, 

while the use of renewable energy is between USD 3.00 - 8.00 / kgH2. 

 

 

Figure 8: Levelized cost of hydrogen production by technology in 2020, 2030 and 2050 [25] 

 

Although the production of hydrogen from renewable energies is currently not the most 

economical method, the use of natural gas and coal means that hydrogen production 

generates significant CO2 emissions. Because of this, the deployment of electrolysis from 

renewable energies as a source of electricity is the way forward to produce zero-emission 

or green hydrogen. Figure 9 shows the levelized cost of hydrogen production from solar 

PV and wind (offshore and onshore) for 2020 and 2050. 
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Figure 9: Levelized cost of hydrogen production from renewables by technology and region, 2020 and 2050 [25] 

 

Within the technical and economic factors that determine the cost of producing hydrogen 

from water electrolysis, the most pertinent are electricity costs, electrolyzer capital 

expenditure (CAPEX), conversion efficiency and annual operating hours. For a better 

understanding of how some of the parameters influence the cost of hydrogen from 

electrolysis, the IEA generated the graph in Figure 10 [30]: 

 

 

Figure 10: Cost of hydrogen from electrolysis for different electricity costs and load factors [30] 
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As can be seen in Figure 10, the higher the load factor of the electrolyzer, the cheaper the 

cost of a unit of hydrogen, because the fixed investments are diluted in a higher amount 

of hydrogen production. Additionally, if the cost of electricity is sufficiently low, it is possible 

to produce green hydrogen more cost-effectively than from fossil sources (purple 

rectangle). The blue line symbolizes the "surplus" electricity supply from variable 

renewable energies, which is assumed to have no economic value as it represents a 

curtailment and is therefore available only occasionally. The red line represents the cost 

of hydrogen from wind power or utility-scale PV plants in areas with good but not 

exceptional resources, and the green line represents the possible cost of hydrogen from 

solar and wind power in the world’s best resource areas, as in the case of northern Chile. 

 

In its report “The Future of Hydrogen” [23], the IEA also studies the relationship between 

the cost of electricity, load factor and cost of hydrogen production, but this time it 

incorporates the effect that the CAPEX of the electrolyzer has on the cost of producing 

hydrogen, as shown in Figure 11. The analysis shows that with low operating hours, the 

investment cost dominates, as it is spread over a smaller amount of hydrogen. This could 

happen when using only curtailed electricity, or coupling with PV without any storage or 

backup. The electricity cost becomes dominant as the number of operating hours 

increases; therefore, a combination of low electricity costs and high load factors would 

allow renewables-based hydrogen generation to compete with Steam Methane Reforming 

(SMR), its closest competitor. 

 

 

Figure 11: Future levelized cost of hydrogen production by operating hour for different electrolyzer investment costs (left) and 
electricity costs (right) [23] 

 

In conclusion, it is clear that reducing CAPEX is crucial when there are less than 3000 

operating hours per year, i.e., a low load factor.  However, if the load factor increases, it 

is not the capital cost of electrolyzers that dominates, but the cost of electricity to compete 

against fossil-fuel-derived hydrogen, which represents a great opportunity for high-

potential countries for low-cost renewable electricity generation, such as Chile. 
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2.6. Chile’s National Green Hydrogen Strategy 

 

In order to reach national and international climate targets and to reduce the dependency 

on fossil fuels, Chile has set out to promote the hydrogen industry. On 3rd November 

2020, the Government of Chile launched the National Green Hydrogen Strategy, which 

has three main objectives: 

 

• Have 5 GW of electrolysis capacity under development by 2025 

• Produce the cheapest green hydrogen on the planet by 2030 

• Be among the top 3 exporters by 2040 

 

Based on these three objectives, it is clear that Chile has ambitious goals to be a reference 

for Green Hydrogen in international markets. Nevertheless, Chile competes with other 

countries, such as Australia, South Africa, Morocco and the Middle East, which are 

geographically closer to the main consumers (Japan, Korea, China and Europe). 

However, Chile has the potential to be one of the most efficient and competitive producers 

of green hydrogen in the world, due to its enormous wealth of renewable energies. 
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2.7. Green Hydrogen Projects in Chile 

 

Although at the time of writing this thesis several initiatives are already in portfolio or in 

progress within the framework of the National Green Hydrogen Strategy promoted by the 

Government of Chile, the main ones are presented below: 

 

• HyEx Project 

 

It is a project of the ENGIE company that contemplates both the use of solar energy and 

energy from the grid to produce green hydrogen in the Antofagasta region, which will be 

used in the Haber-Bosch process to produce ammonia destined for Enaex's Prillex plant 

for the production of explosives for the mining industry. 

 

• AES Gener 

 

The AES project contemplates the use of desalinated water for the production of hydrogen 

in northern Chile, which will be used for the production of ammonia. The power source to 

use has not yet been specified. 

 

• Cerro Pabellón Geothermal Power Plant 

 

It is a project of the company Enel Green Power in conjunction with ENAP, which is located 

in the workers' camp of the geothermal plant "Cerro Pabellón" at 4,500 meters above sea 

level in the commune of Ollagüe, Antofagasta Region. The project consists of a hybrid 

renewable plant, based on a 50 kW PEM electrolyzer together with lithium batteries and 

photovoltaic modules, to supply electricity to remote microgrids operating in island mode 

24/7. This project covers the energy needed for the water treatment plant and the central 

building of the Cerro Pabellón workers' camp of more than 600 technicians working at the 

plant, reducing diesel fuel consumption by more than 90%. 

 

• HYDRA Project 

 

This project is led by the Australian-based applied research center CSIRO Chile, ENGIE 

and Mining3, and it consists of designing and manufacturing a new powertrain that allows 

mining vehicles to operate 100% on green hydrogen to replace the use of diesel. This will 

allow conventional vehicles to be replaced by these new vehicles composed of state-of-

the-art batteries and hydrogen fuel cells.   
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• Haru Oni Hydrogen Project 

 

The Haru Oni project (HIF pilot project) is part of Siemens Energy, together with several 

international companies, seeking to develop and implement the world's first large-scale 

integrated and commercial plant for the production of environmentally-friendly and 

climate-neutral fuel.  The project uses wind energy from the strong, steady winds of 

Magallanes, Chile's southernmost region, to split water through a process of electrolysis, 

producing oxygen and hydrogen. The hydrogen is combined with captured carbon dioxide 

to produce synthetic methanol. Finally, some of the methanol is converted into synthetic 

gasoline, coined by the developer as e-gasoline. 

 

• HNH Project 

 

This project is owned by the Austrian companies AustriaEnergy and Ökowind, together 

with Trammo, a commodities trader based in the United States. The project contemplates 

the use of wind energy and desalinated water for the production of hydrogen in the 

Magallanes region, which will be used for the production of ammonia, the basis to produce 

fuels, fertilizers, textiles, sanitizers, steel, explosives, refrigerants, food preservatives, 

chemicals, electricity, among others. 

 

2.8. Potential for Solar Hydrogen Production in Chile 

 

One of the largest individual cost components for green hydrogen production is the cost 

of the renewable electricity needed to feed the electrolyzer. Due to the latter, a low cost 

of electricity is a very important condition to reduce the cost of hydrogen production. This 

creates an opportunity to produce hydrogen at locations around the world that have 

optimal renewable resources, such as the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. In this sense, 

according to the IEA [23], Chile is among the most promising countries to produce green 

hydrogen at low cost, through photovoltaic and wind energy, due to the great solar 

potential of the Atacama Desert and the strong winds from Patagonia in Magallanes, as 

shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Hydrogen production cost from hybrid solar PV and wind systems in 2030 [25] 

 

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature claiming that Chile's 

Atacama Desert has the highest levels of solar irradiance in the world. In this sense, Chile 

has a great opportunity to collect part of that energy and use it to produce heat and 

electricity in most of its territory, considering the Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), the 

Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI), the availability of vast land and a growing energy demand 

[31]. On the one hand, GHI is the sum of direct and diffuse radiation received on a 

horizontal plane and is a reference for PV applications. On the other hand, DNI is the only 

component that can be reflected and concentrated; therefore, it is one of the most crucial 

aspects when assessing and optimizing a CSP plant. The potential of these components 

of solar radiation in the Chilean territory is clearly reflected in Figure 13: 

 

 

Figure 13: Daily totals of radiation in yearly average [31] 
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As shown in Figure 13, thanks to its geography, the Atacama Desert has one of the 

highest levels of solar radiation in the world. Higher levels of solar radiation led to higher 

energy production and therefore a lower LCOE (Levelized Cost of Energy), i.e., the 

average cost per unit electricity (usually expressed in USD/MWh). The formula used to 

calculate the LCOE and further details on this metric are provided in the Methodology 

section. 

 

2.9. Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) 

 

A PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) is an agreement or contract for the sale of energy 

between a generator and an “off-taker”, generally for a fixed period of time and at an 

agreed price that is profitable for both parties, as illustrated in Figure 14. On the one hand, 

power generators seek to achieve these PPAs because they secure a stable selling price 

over a long period of time and revenues with which to finance their projects. On the other 

hand, buyers secure a stable and predictable cost of energy without being exposed to fuel 

price volatility.  

 

 

Figure 14: PPA Model [32] 

 

In general, there are two main types of PPAs: off-site and on-site. Off-site green PPAs are 

those where the energy production does not take place on the customer's premises. The 

advantage of off-site schemes is that they allow for the development of larger capacity 

plants with better locations for electricity production. However, as there is no direct 

physical delivery of power, the electricity is transmitted through the grid and mixed with 

power production from other power plants, so there is no certainty of the green origin of 

each MWh contracted under the PPA mechanism. In contrast, a green on-site PPA is one 

where the renewable energy production is located at the customer's site, thus ensuring 

that all energy produced at the facility is 100% renewable. 
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2.10. Solar Energy Technologies 

 

In general, there are two ways to transform solar energy to electricity: concentrated solar 

power (CSP) and photovoltaic (PV). The following sections provide background on these 

two technologies and the hybridization of them. 

 

2.10.1. Solar Photovoltaic (PV) 
 

Photovoltaic solar energy (PV) is obtained by converting sunlight into electricity using a 

technology based on the photoelectric or photovoltaic effect. When the sun's radiation 

falls on one of the faces of a cell (or an array of solar cells, called modules), a difference 

in electrical potential is produced between the two faces that causes electrons to jump 

from one place to another, thus generating electrical current.  

 

Currently PV systems are the most widely deployed solar technology in Chile, with an 

installed solar PV generation capacity of 4,341.74 [MW] (until November 2021) [33]. 

Although the installed capacity has grown considerably in recent years, its true potential 

is still under development. According to GIZ, Chile has a solar PV potential of 1,237,903 

MW (fixed array) and 1,640,128 MW (tracked array).  

 

 

Figure 15: Potential capacity factors for  solar PV in the North of Chile [34] 
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An important metric to evaluate the output of a PV plant is the plant factor, i.e., the ratio 

between the real energy generated by a power plant and the energy generated if it had 

worked at 100% (rated capacity). In other words, the plant factor is a measure of the 

capacity utilization of the plant over time. Figure 15 shows the annual plant factor 

distribution of PV configuration with tracking in northern Chile. From this figure it can be 

seen that the north of Chile is a zone that concentrates areas with annual PV plant factors 

of more than 30%, which is quite high for this type of technology, compared to other areas 

with less solar resources, which reach average values of only 20%. 

 

Photovoltaic systems have long been integrated for multiple purposes. Due to the nature 

of this research, one application that arouses the most interest is using photovoltaic 

energy for the production of green hydrogen. The most common method of solar-based 

hydrogen production utilizes photovoltaic (PV) cells in combination with water electrolysis.  

In the system illustrated in Figure 16, PV cells are used to create electrical energy to feed 

the electrolyzer, which passes this electric current through water, causing the water 

molecules to separate into hydrogen and oxygen gases. 

 

 

Figure 16: Schematic diagram of photovoltaic hydrogen production system [26] 

 

2.10.2. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) 

 

Another method of converting solar energy to electricity is with concentrated solar power 

(CSP) technology. Unlike PV technology which is a direct conversion, CSP first generates 

thermal energy through high-temperature heat from mirrors that concentrate the sun's 

energy onto a receiver to create steam, which can be used directly, or to drive turbines 

and generators in a conventional steam Rankine cycle. At present, CSP technologies exist 

in four optical types: 
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a) Line-Focusing Systems:  

 

• Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTC) 

 

A parabolic trough is a type of solar thermal collector that tracks the diurnal position of the 

sun with the complete parabolic mirror structure on a fixed horizontal axis. A PTC uses a 

mirror in the shape of a parabolic cylinder to reflect and concentrate the sun’s rays on a 

focal line (absorber tubes). The receiver absorbs the incoming radiation and transforms it 

into thermal energy which is collected by a heat transfer fluid (HTF) circulating within the 

receiver tube. This method can be used to generate thermal energy for industrial 

processes or to produce electrical energy. 

 

• Linear Fresnel Reflector (LFR) 

 

A linear Fresnel reflector is a linear focus system that uses a series of long rows of slightly 

curved mirrors to concentrate the sun’s rays onto a tube (absorber) that is mounted above 

the mirrors. These mirrors generally have an independent tracking system of an axis fixed 

to a steel structure on the ground, to follow the movement of the sun. 

 

b) Point-Focusing Systems:  

 

• Solar Parabolic Dish (SPD) 

 

A parabolic dish is a point-focus concentrator which focus the sun’s rays on the focal point 

of the dish. The thermal energy can then be either converted into electricity using an 

engine–generator coupled directly to the receiver or transported through pipes to a power 

conversion system.  

 

• Solar Power Tower (SPT) 

 

The solar power tower (also denominated central receiver system) is a type of power plant 

that uses a large number of individually tracking mirrors (called heliostats) to focus the 

sun’s rays onto a fixed receiver located on the top of the tower. Solar tower systems have 

qualities that make them of special interest for power generation, such as a high 

concentration factor that can range from 500 to 1000, which means higher receiver 

temperatures and therefore higher efficiencies, as shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Comparative table of technical parameters of CSP technologies [12] 

Items PTC LFR SPT SPD 

Capacity, MWe 10–200 10–200 10–150 0.01–0.4 

Operating 
temperature 

range, ◦C 
150–400 150–400 300–1200 300–1500 

Annual efficiency 
from solar to 
electricity, % 

15 8–10 20–35 20–35 

Required area, 
m2/MWh 

4–6 6–8 8–12 30–40 

Maximum 
efficiency 

of the plant, % 
14–20 ~18 23–45 ~30 

Water 
requirement, 

m3/MWh 

3 
(wet cooling) 

0.3 
(dry cooling) 

0.4–1.7 
(hybrid) 

3 
(wet cooling) 

0.2 
(dry cooling) 

2–3 
(wet cooling) 

0.25 
(dry cooling) 

0.1–1 
(hybrid) 

0.05–1 
(For cleaning 

mirrors) 

Molten salt 
storage 

Commercially 
Available 

Possible but not 
proven 

Commercially 
Available 

Possible but 
not proven 

Steam 
conditions, 

◦C/bar 
380 to 540/100 260/50 540/100 to 160 Does not apply 

 

 

Graphically, the four main CSP design typologies are shown in Figure 17: 

 

 

Figure 17: Main CSP technologies [35] 
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Like PV technology, CSP could also be integrated into an electrolyzer for water 

electrolysis. An alternative is to use concentrating solar power (CSP) to first generate 

electrical power, which can be later utilized to run an electrolysis plant, as shown in 

Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Schematic of a solar thermal hydrogen production system [26] 

 

Although virtually any type of CSP technology could be integrated into hydrogen 

production, this study is limited to solar power tower systems because of the higher 

system efficiency compared to line-focus CSP systems and due to the exceptional 

conditions offered by some areas of Chilean territory for the large-scale development of 

this type of technology [36].  

 

Figure 19: Molten salt power tower system configuration [37] 
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Figure 19 shows a flow diagram of a solar power tower or central receiver system, a solar 

thermal power generation technology currently under extensive development worldwide. 

Its principle of operation is based on the concentration of normal direct solar radiation 

(DNI) by means of a solar field of mirrors or heliostats, which reflects the radiation at the 

top of the tower. Subsequently, molten salt from the cold tank circulates around the 

receiver heating from 290°C to 565°C and then flows in pipes to the thermal storage. The 

salt will be used to generate steam inside a molten salt steam generator. The steam feeds 

a Rankine cycle turbine, where the energy of this steam is converted into rotating 

mechanical energy, which is eventually transformed into electricity.  Finally, the cooled 

salt is returned to the cold thermal storage system to repeat the cycle. A recent study 

carried out by [38], reveals that Chile presents areas with great potential for the 

development of large-scale central receiver concentrated solar power plants, due to a low 

levelized cost of energy. Additionally, the same study concludes that the best zone is 

located among the Arica and Parinacota region and the northern part of the Coquimbo 

region, which shows an average cost of 89 USD/MWh, with a minimum of 76 USD/MWh 

near Copiapó, as shown in Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20: LCOE and Plant Factor Maps of CSP Towers in Chile [38] 
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A solar tower (or central receiver) system consists of the following main subsystems: 

 

• Tower: concrete or steel tower that houses the receiver on top. 

 

• Heliostat field: a large number of solar-tracking mirrors (called heliostats) to reflect 
the sun’s rays onto a receiver at the top of the tower.  

 

• Receiver: absorbs concentrated solar energy and transfers that heat to a flowing 
medium. 

 

• Storage: heat storage system that allows the generation of electricity when there 
is insufficient solar energy available. For this thesis, a 2-tank molten salt (60% 
NaNO3 40% KNO3) system is considered, which is directly connected to the tower. 
At design conditions, molten salt enters and exits the receiver at 290°C and 565°C, 
respectively. 

 

• Power block: power cycle that converts thermal energy into electricity. Current 
utility-scale systems generate electricity primarily through a conventional steam 
Rankine cycle. 

 

Two key parameters for the design of this type of CSP technology are the solar multiple 

and the TES hours, i.e., the thermal storage capacity of the plant.   

 

• Solar Multiple (SM) 

 

The solar multiple describes the relation between the thermal power produced by the solar 

field at the design point and the thermal power required by the power block at nominal 

conditions. For instance, a CSP plant with a solar multiple equal to 1 has a solar field large 

enough to provide the rated capacity of the turbine under nominal irradiation conditions 

(plants without storage). On the other hand, a CSP plant with a solar multiple greater than 

1 means that there is more energy to collect than the engine can transform and therefore 

thermal energy storage (TES) is required; otherwise, the energy is lost, as shown in 

Figure 21: 
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Figure 21: Daily thermal power production for different solar field multiples [39] 

 

• Full Load Hours of Storage 

 

This metric indicates the number of hours the CSP plant can operate at full load (rated 

capacity) with the storage system as the only energy source. Thermal energy storage not 

only makes the system more dispatchable, it also makes it more cost-effective and 

improve its performance by reducing the mismatch between supply and demand. With the 

use of TES, CSP tower plants decouple solar energy collection from electricity generation, 

allowing the technology to generate stable grid power through cloudy periods and 

throughout the night. 

 

The metrics described above must be chosen carefully. If the solar multiple is too large, 

the solar heat collected without thermal storage would be wasted and unnecessarily high 

investment costs would result. On the other hand, as the storage hours and the thermal 

capacity of the storage system increase, the costs will also increase, so a cost-effective 

analysis is required for the overall system. 
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2.10.3. Concept of Hybrid CSP+PV Power Plants 

 

A CSP+PV hybrid plant consists of the combination of photovoltaic (PV) and concentrating 

solar power (CSP) technologies to take advantage of the best qualities of each and 

minimize their weaknesses to generate electricity. Figure 22 shows a conceptual diagram 

of a hybrid solar plant: 

 

 

Figure 22: Schematic diagram of hybrid solar power plant [40] 

 

A hybrid solar plant can achieve the following characteristics: 

 

• This combination of technologies makes it possible to produce reliable, safe, 

efficient and clean energy that reduces, or even completely eliminates, the polluting 

emissions associated with the use of fossil fuels. In addition, it has higher overall 

efficiency in contrast to a stand-alone CSP plant. 

 

• Reduce the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) compared to a stand-alone CSP plant. 

In particular, hybrid solar plants could achieve an intermediate (but not necessarily 

average) cost between PV and CSP. On the one hand, the PV plant has priority 

dispatch during solar hours, as it is a cheaper technology. On the other hand, the 

CSP plant responds to PV generation by trying to achieve a nominal power or base 

load during hours of low or no solar radiation, using the energy stored in the TES 

system. 
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• Achieve higher capacity factors than stand-alone plants, thus facilitating a more 

flexible and dispatchable operation. This improvement in the capacity factor is due 

to the fact that the PV energy is used during sunshine hours, while the CSP system 

stores the energy produced for use when there is no more solar radiation, mitigating 

the effects of the variability of solar production under intermittent conditions. 

 

Hybrid solar plants are not just a theoretical concept, but a reality in Chile. In fact, on 8th 

June 2021, the Cerro Dominador project was officially inaugurated, which includes a 

100 MWe PV plant and a 110 MWe molten salt tower, with a thermal storage capacity in 

molten salts of 17.5 hours. 

 

 

Figure 23: CSP-PV hybrid power plant Cerro Dominador, Maria Elena/Chile [41] 

 

This combination of solar technologies, which allows a less variable power supply to an 

electrolyzer, could lead to competitive hydrogen production costs. The latter is explained 

by the fact that two of the main parameters affecting the final cost of producing each 

kilogram of hydrogen are precisely the cost of electricity and the load factor of the 

electrolyzer, i.e., the hours of operation or use of this device, which is limited by the 

capacity factor of the renewable plant. Indeed, in November 2021, a couple of months 

after the start of this thesis, the Cerro Dominador project was awarded funds from the 

European Union's Directorate-General for International Partnerships and the Chilean 

Agency for International Development Cooperation (AGCID) for the development of green 

hydrogen projects [42]. In particular, they will carry out a study, together with the 

international consultant CEA-Liten (French Institute for Energy Transition), to assess the 

techno-economic feasibility of hydrogen production and green fuels, using 24/7 clean 

energy from the combination of photovoltaic and concentrating solar power, which is 

precisely the main objective previously set for this thesis. 
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2.10.4. State of the Art of Hybrid CSP+PV Power Plants 

 

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on hybrid solar plants 

with particular emphasis on electricity production. However, currently very little is known 

about the use of hybrid solar plants for the production of green hydrogen.  

 

In 2015, Green et al. [40] published a paper in which they described a tower CSP plant of 

100 MWe hybridized with a 60 MWac PV plant in Chile’s Atacama Desert. The authors also 

analyzed the effect of the PV tilt angle, concluding that for a fixed-tilt PV system with a 

high tilt angle (in order to minimize seasonal differences) it is possible to achieve capacity 

factors up to about 90%, whereas stand-alone CSP technology only 80%. Also in 2015, 

Platzer [43] showed that by an appropriate combination of CSP and PV it is possible to 

achieve capacity factors higher than 70% and lower costs than a stand-alone CSP solar 

plant, which would have to increase the size of the solar and storage field for comparable 

power outputs. 

 

In 2016, Petrollese, M., & Cocco, D [5] reported a hybrid solar power generation system 

based on a PV system with a battery bank and Fresnel-type collector with a direct two-

tank TES system. The results indicated that the hybrid solar plant provides 30-40% less 

cost than a stand-alone Fresnel plant, depending on the location analyzed. In another 

major study, Cocco et al. [44] analyzed the advantages of hybrid solar systems in terms 

of dispatchability. The authors demonstrated that the combination of Parabolic Trough 

(PTC) and Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) leads to an efficient use of the dispatch 

capacities of the PTC plant thanks to the TES section, while the CPV plant is fully utilized, 

especially during hours of high solar radiation, to satisfy a constant power curve. This view 

is supported by Starke et al. [4] who found that competitive energy costs can be achieved 

while maintaining capacity factors higher than 80% for hybrid solar power plants.  

 

In the same vein, Parrado et al. [6] analyzed the economic performance of CSP + PV 

systems in the Atacama Desert, Chile. This study calculated the LCOE up to 2050 for 

three solar plants: stand-alone PV, a stand-alone CSP with 15 hours of TES and a hybrid 

PV-CSP plant consisting of 20 MWp of PV and 30 MWe of CSP with 15 hours of TES. The 

authors concluded that the PV-CSP hybrid plant is a feasible option for electricity 

generation, as well as being effectively able to meet the electricity demand profile of the 

mining industry in the area, reducing the carbon footprint, with specific energy costs 

reaching values between 80 and 90 USD/MWh by 2050. Similarly, in a study conducted 

by Pan and Dinter [45], it was shown that a hybrid solar plant located in South Africa (100 

MWe of PV and 100 MWe of CSP) could achieve higher annual energy yields than stand-

alone plants and capacity factors of up to 90%. This combination of solar technologies 

achieves specific electricity costs between 0.133 and 0.157 USD/kWh for base load 

capacity that can replace the generating capacity of older coal-fired plants. Likewise, Zhai 
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et al. [7] holds the view that a hybrid solar plant in China could achieve energy costs 4.3% 

higher than a stand-alone PV plant, but 22.6% lower than a stand-alone CSP plant. 

 

More recently (2021), Hernández, et al. [12] published a paper in which they demonstrated 

that hybrid solar plants, under a particular set of conditions, are shown to be more cost-

effective than their closest competitor for the Chilean grid, gas-based generation. This 

study helps to understand why this line of research is of great interest in the field of solar 

energy, not only as a theoretical study, but also as a practical application.  

 

So far, very little attention has been paid to the role of hybrid solar plants in the production 

of green hydrogen. A recent Advanced Review [14] summarized much of the research 

done so far on hybrid and polygeneration CSP plants (electricity, process heat, cooling 

and freshwater). Although this review identifies green hydrogen as one of the potential by-

products of a CSP plant, it does not report studies on the integration of hybrid plants 

dedicated to green hydrogen production through electrolysis. In addition, a recent report 

by the German Concentrated Solar Power Association [41] highlighted that CSP plants in 

combination with other renewable energies can make a significant contribution to reducing 

hydrogen production costs. This would make green hydrogen competitive with hydrogen 

from fossil sources. Finally, a study conducted by Aprà, et al. [46], states that CSP with 

storage in combination with solar PV could provide the clean energy needed to create 

green hydrogen. The latter study only mentions hybrid solar plants for hydrogen 

production as an idea, but does not go into further details.  

 

In conclusion, the evidence presented in this section confirms the need to assess and 

understand the benefits of integrating hybrid solar plants into green hydrogen production, 

especially in places with high solar potential and which are also of special interest to 

industry, such as northern Chile. 
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3. Methodology 
 

This chapter explains the steps that were followed in order to meet the proposed 
objectives. The methodological approach used in this study is a bottom-up approach and 
gathers all the information developed at the beginning of the study to produce a simulation 
model of a CSP+PV hybrid power plant dedicated to the production of green hydrogen. 
Additionally, the hybrid solar plant was compared with stand-alone plants and with a direct 
connection to the grid. 

 

3.1. Simulation Tool 

 

One of the most well-known tools for assessing many types of renewable energy systems 
is the System Advisor Model (SAM) provided by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) [47]. Although this tool allows for techno-economic analysis of multiple 
scenarios independently (single renewable technologies), it does not allow for adapting 
the generation of one renewable technology in response to another (and thereby 
precludes analysis of hybrid systems), nor does it have a module for hydrogen production 
as required for this thesis. In particular, a major limitation for CSP technology is that its 
dispatch control is limited to only nine modes of operation in the whole year and operates 
only with monthly average daily values, ignoring the daily and seasonal variation of the 
solar resource. This gives a very simple and unsophisticated simulation model when 
combining technologies is required, as indicated by [45]. 

 

To overcome these types of challenges, NREL has created PySAM [48], an open-source 
python-based programming interface that provides access to all SAM capabilities and 
functionality through code blocks, but which also allows developers to implement and 
integrate custom scenarios of novel technologies that are not yet built into SAM. In this 
work, PySAM was used to build a code to achieve an operational strategy that allows an 
optimal interplay between PV, CSP and hydrogen production as a whole. Additionally, it 
was particularly useful for automating many simulations with different models and 
parameters in the powerful object-oriented programming language Python, something that 
is not possible with the traditional SAM’s Graphical User Interface (GUI).  

 

Although both SAM and PySAM are able to perform their own economic analysis of solar 
plants, the model used in this thesis was performed separately to obtain more realistic 
and country-specific results. The default model includes incentives, tax benefits and other 
financial assumptions that are essentially applicable for locations in the USA, which yields  
energy costs that are far from what is observed in Chile, as mentioned by [12]. The 
determination of these models is not standard, as they depend on which cost components 
are included or excluded, which translates into a disparity in results and a difficult 
comparison [49]. Finally, it must be noted that the in-house code with the scripts was 
developed as a means to fulfil the purpose of this thesis and not as an end in itself. 
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3.2. Location and Resource 

 

The annual performance of the plants was determined by simulation models considering 
a meteorological database of hourly resolution in the vicinity of the city of Antofagasta 
(23°51'33.68"S   69°48'50.44"W). The Atacama Desert, in northern Chile, is the driest 
place on the planet and has the highest solar radiation in the world. Additionally, this place 
presents the best conditions in terms of atmospheric attenuation [36], which is very 
attractive for the solar industry in general and, particularly, for solar power concentration 
(CSP), where Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) plays a crucial role, reaching values greater 
than 3000 kWh/m2 per year [31], [38], [50]. 

 

 

Figure 24: Analyzed Location 

 

The Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather file for this study was taken from the Solar 
Energy Explorer of the Chilean Ministry of Energy [51]. As can be read on its official 
website, the Solar Explorer presents the most detailed public information currently 
available on the solar resource in Chile that has been generated from atmospheric models 
and satellite data, for the period between 2004 and 2016, with a spatial resolution of 90 
meters. 
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3.3. System Description 

 

In this section, the main modules used to create the Python code are presented, as well 
as the input parameters for the financial and technical performance evaluation for the 
three solar technologies (PV, CSP, and hybrid CSP+PV). 

 

3.3.1. Case 1: Stand-alone PV 

 

This case considers a direct coupling of an electrolyzer to a solar PV system in order to 
produce green hydrogen, as shown in Figure 25. The PV plant was generated and 
simulated through the “Pvwattsv7” module of PYSAM, which allows the creation of a PV 
project using a few basic inputs. 

 

 

Figure 25: Electrolysis supplied directly by a PV plant 

 

3.3.1.1. Technical Inputs 

 

A PV array of 100 MWdc capacity was chosen, with solar panels of 20.1% nominal 
efficiency, 1-axis backtracking and azimuth angle of 0 ° (south of the equator). To take 
into account the degradation in the performance of the components of the PV plant, an 
annual degradation rate of 0.7% and 0.5% was set for the year 2021 and 2030 
respectively. In addition, 14% of total system losses were considered, mainly due to 
soiling, operational availability, system's life cycle, among other types of degradation. 

 

For this configuration no inverters were considered, because the electrolyzers require DC 
current. In practice, the coupling of the PV array with the electrolyzer is done by means of 
a DC-DC converter with MPPT ("Maximum Power Point Tracking") that adapts the output 
voltage of the PV plant according to the input required by the electrolyzer, guaranteeing a 
safer and more efficient operation during the year [52]. 
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3.3.1.2. Economic Inputs 

 

Table 4 details the installation and operation costs of the off-grid PV system for hydrogen 
production: 

 

Table 4: Cost distribution for economic evaluation of the 100 MWe PV power plant 

 
Element 

CAPEX 2021 

(USD/Wdc) 

CAPEX 2030 

(USD/Wdc) 
Cost Reduction 

1 Module 0.41 0.17 58.5% 

2 Land preparation 0.02 0.01 50% 

3 Balance of system 0.2 0.1 50% 

4 Installation labor 0.11 0.11 0% 

5 Contingency 1% 1%  

 

Except for the contingency percentage, all economic parameters adopted for the current 
scenario (2021) are SAM default values, which estimate a direct investment cost that is in 
accordance with the information recently used for a Chile-based study [12]. The 
contingency percentage was set at 1% and operation and maintenance (O&M) costs 
equivalent to 2% of CAPEX in order to obtain a cost of energy adjusted to what was 
observed in the 2017/01 tender in Chile [53]. It could be argued that the cost should be 
lower, since the electrolyzer directly uses the DC current generated by the PV plant, which 
saves a lot of power electronics costs. However, it was decided to use these conservative 
values to absorb extra expenses on DC/DC rectifiers for the adjustment and control of the 
input power to the electrolyzer from the PV plant. 

 

In order to evaluate the outlook scenario (2030), the cost of the modules was established 
according to a recent report issued by the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy (EERE) [54]. The remaining items of the cost structure had the percentage 
reduction listed in Table 4, which manage to estimate values aligned with IRENA's 
projected total investment costs for utility-scale photovoltaics in 2030, ranging from USD 
340 – 834 /kWe according to its report Future of Solar Photovoltaic [55]. Additionally, the 
operation and maintenance costs for the year 2030 were set as 1% of the CAPEX each 
year due to increased efficiencies and cost savings through predictive maintenance. 
Although the assumed values for 2030 might seem too optimistic, these values achieve a 
cost of energy close to the offer made by Canadian Solar Libertador Solar Holding SpA 
for the National Electricity System for 15 years from 2026 [56], as will be discussed in 
more detail in the Results and Discussion section. 
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3.3.2. Case 2: Stand-alone CSP 

 

This case considers a direct coupling of an electrolyzer to a CSP system for hydrogen 
production, as shown in Figure 26. A central receiver system coupled with molten-salt 
storage technology was chosen as the CSP technology, as it allows higher operating 
temperatures than those achievable by a parabolic trough plant, and therefore, better 
power cycle efficiencies. This system was generated and simulated using the PySAM 
module "TcsmoltenSalt", which creates this instance (individual object of a certain class 
of PySAM) and incorporates the specific attributes detailed in the following subsections. 

 

 

Figure 26: Electrolysis supplied directly by a CSP tower plant 

 

3.3.2.1. Technical Inputs 

 

The stand-alone CSP plant considers 111 MWe of gross turbine design output (excluding 
parasitic losses) and a gross-to-net conversion factor of 0.9 (SAM’s default value). This 
yields a nominal power cycle electrical output of 100 MWe. Additionally, the CSP plant 
alone uses a uniform dispatch and the output fraction as the maximum output of the cycle, 
i.e., the turbine operates at its rated capacity throughout the year, without changing in any 
particular month or hour of day. To simplify the required analysis, it was assumed that the 
only significant technical difference between existing and future central tower plants is the 
annual degradation rate (0.2% and 0.1% respectively). As indicated by [57], there could 
be differences such as a slight temperature increase, but it would result in a minor 
efficiency gain. Additionally, these innovative technologies will probably not be available 
for commercial projects in 2030 since current CSP tower configuration is technologically 
mature. 
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3.3.2.2. Economic Inputs 

 

Due to the relatively small global CSP market compared to PV, reliable and transparent 
cost data is difficult to obtain; therefore, some assumptions were made and are detailed 
in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Cost distribution for economic evaluation of the 100 MWe CSP power plants 

 Element CAPEX 2021 CAPEX 2030 
Cost 

Reduction 

1 Site preparation 16 (USD/m2) 10 (USD/m2) 35.5% 

2 Solar field 140 (USD/m2) 50 (USD/m2) 59% 

3 Tower cost fixed 3,000,000.00 2,189,781 27% 

4 Receiver reference cost 103,000,000.00 75,182,481.75 27% 

5 TES 22.00 (USD/kWht) 10.00 (USD/kWht) 54.5% 

6 Power block 1330 (USD/kW) 700 (USD/kW) 47.4% 

7 Contingencies 5% 2%  

 

The total cost of the tower and the receiver were scaled according to the following 
equations [58]: 

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟,𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑝 [χ𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 −
ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐

2
+

ℎℎ

2
)] 

 

(1) 

 

𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑐

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

χ𝑟𝑒𝑐

 

 

   (2) 

where ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐 and ℎℎ are the heights of the tower, receiver and heliostats; 𝜒𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 and 
𝜒𝑟𝑒𝑐 are the scaling factor of the tower and receiver; 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑐 and 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓 are the actual and 

reference area of the receiver respectively. 

 

For the current scenario (2021), SAM default values were adopted, and for the future 
scenario (2030) the prices were set according to the price trends reported by [54]. The 
economic parameters assumed are considered realistic, as in the case of the current 
scenario, a LCOE of less than 100 USD/MWh is achieved, in line with what was reported 
for this region of Chile by [38]. In the case of the future scenario, the costs are in line with 
the energy price offered by Likana Solar in the last Chilean electricity tender in August 
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2021, which could have been in place in 2030, had the tender been awarded. Although 
the bid submitted by Likana Solar was not the winning bidder, the price offered is a good 
benchmark for future prices. 

 

3.3.3. Case 3: Hybrid CSP+PV  

 

The hybrid CSP+PV system combines a PV subsystem with a CSP subsystem for the 
production of green hydrogen (Figure 27). To simulate this case, independent PV and 
CSP models were linked to achieve a synergistic operation that provides a base load 
capacity of 100 MWe as a whole. In the operation strategy, PV has the priority of feeding 
over CSP, that is, when the PV plant is producing electricity, the CSP plant reduces or 
ceases its production, storing the residual heat from the receiver in the TES to be used in 
hours of low or no solar radiation.  

 

To adapt the CSP generation to the electricity supply profile from the PV power plant, the 
code manipulated the TES dispatch control to allow nine different periods for each day of 
the year. Each of the nine periods of the day represents a different turbine output fraction, 
which scales the electrical output of the system up or down depending on the profile of 
the PV plant to achieve a more stable output for the electrolysis plant. More specific details 
on this approach are provided in the following section. 

 

 

Figure 27: Electrolysis supplied directly by a hybrid CSP/PV power plant  
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3.3.3.1. Technical Inputs 

 

Most of the technical parameters of the hybrid CSP plant are the same as the stand-alone 
CSP plant, except that the TES dispatch control matrix in the System Control must be 
modified to adapt the turbine output fraction. For a better understanding of the approach 
used in this work, the dispatch matrix used by SAM was included as a reference (Figure 
28). This matrix represents a full year of operation and takes into account only one 
average or characteristic day for each month and has a limit of nine dispatch control 
periods for the whole year. These nine possible dispatch control periods or time-of-use 
periods are located in each box of the matrix and represent the timing of releases of 
energy from the thermal energy storage system to the power block. Additionally, for each 
of these periods, there is an associated turbine output fraction, which determines at  what 
load level the power block runs using energy from storage during that period. In 
conclusion, the dispatch matrix and the turbine fractions determine the timing and quantity 
of energy delivered by the thermal energy storage system. 

 

 

Figure 28: Reference image of the dispatch control matrix of the System Advisor Model (SAM) 

 

To enable the simulation of the hybrid solar plant and overcome the low resolution offered 
by the SAM's default dispatch matrix, the new simulation model proposed for this thesis 
modifies the operating strategy of the original code and employs several dispatch 
scheduling matrices. In particular, it uses one different matrix with nine periods for each 
day of the year to run a sequence of hundreds of simulations iteratively until a full year's 
generation is reached. Further details of the methodology are described below: 

 

• First, the hourly PV generation is subtracted from the desired 100 MWe generation, 
resulting in the hourly residual generation to be supplied by the CSP plant. 

 

• Then, this hourly residual generation is divided by the nameplate capacity (100 
MWe installed), obtaining the factors or coefficients by which the power cycle’s 
thermal input must be weighted to scale the system's electrical output in its 
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respective time-of-delivery period. Although in an ideal case the division should be 
by the design turbine gross output (111 MWe), it was decided to divide by the 
nominal capacity in order to absorb the losses in the AC/DC conversion rectifiers 
and other electrical losses. The latter causes the turbine outlet fractions to be 
slightly oversized, namely by 11%. 

 

• Although the new simulation model improves from 9 operating modes per year 
(original SAM code) to 9 periods per day (proposed code), it does not achieve 
perfect hourly resolution (24 operating modes per day). The latter implies that the 
hourly resolution matrices obtained in the previous step had to be segmented and 
sorted into nine bins, considering equally-spaced segments between the minimum 
and maximum value of each day. Additionally, each of the bins was labelled with a 
number between 1 and 9, where 1 represents the period where the turbine operates 
at minimum and 9 the maximum required each day respectively. 

 

• In addition, a technical minimum output level of 30% was set for the turbine 
operation, i.e., for those periods when the turbine fraction is less than 30% of the 
nameplate capacity, the code automatically sets it to the minimum stable output 
level. The purpose of this is to ensure that the system is in standby mode, i.e., that 
there is a minimum of energy to keep the auxiliary equipment in a hot state to be 
ready for a quicker start-up and to avoid the risk of failure and wear due to 
mechanical stress associated with temperature fluctuation. 

 

• All the labelled data was rearranged into 31 arrays of dimension 12x24 (12 months 
and 24 hours), i.e., 31 arrays like the matrix shown in Figure 28, so that each array 
represents one day of the year. The first row of the first array represents the first 
day of January, the second row of the first array represents the first day of February 
and so on until the last day of December, which is placed in the last row of the last 
array.  

 

• Finally, once all the preprocessing of the dispatch matrices was ready, the code 
must be executed. The approach is based on a very simple idea: execute the code 
by pieces or rectangular windows relative to the rows of the dispatch matrices. This 
iterative process was carried out using a nested for loop: an outer loop to traverse 
the 31 matrices (days) and an inner loop to iterate within the rows (months) of each 
matrix, resulting in 372 code executions.  First, a window is taken and the code is 
run, the results for that day are selected and appended to a result vector. 
Subsequently, the window is moved, the code is run and the results are selected 
and appended again, and so on until the last row of the last matrix is reached, 
which completes one year of simulation. 
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The flow chart in Figure 29 summarizes the sequence of stages for the code execution 

process. 

 

Figure 29: Program execution flowchart 
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3.3.4. CSP+PV Hybrid Hydrogen Production 

 

Once the hybrid model of electricity generation was completed, the final stage was to 
integrate its outputs into hydrogen production. To do this, a code was generated that 
considers PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane or Polymer Electrolyte Membrane) 
electrolyzers and alkaline electrolyzers.  

 

In order to keep the hybrid solar system powering the electrolyzers as stable as possible 
in 100 MWe, a power limit (or curtailment) was applied to the sum of PV and CSP 
generation. This surplus energy is produced in hours of maximum solar radiation. 
Although the CSP hybrid code tries to operate the system so that the output of the power 
cycle matches the defined dispatch schedule, there are periods of high radiation, where 
the storage system is completely full. Because the storage tank is full and there is still 
solar radiation reaching the central receiver, the turbine output fraction cannot fully match 
what is required (low turbine fractions) and must operate at higher capacity to release 
energy and avoid over-charging the TES system. Energy that exceeds the needs of the 
electrolyzer represents a waste of energy and, in practice, could be avoided by defocusing 
the heliostats or, better still, injecting it into the grid. However, this is beyond the scope of 
this work. 

 

3.3.4.1. Technical Inputs 

 

Some critical technical inputs of the hybrid CSP plant connected to the PV plant feeding 
the hydrogen plant correspond to optimal values obtained from a parametric analysis, 
which is detailed as follows.  

 

3.3.4.1.1. Parametric Analysis  

 

A parametric study was carried out to establish the optimal combination of solar multiple 
and storage hours (TES capacity) for the hybrid solar plant to enhance the operation time 
of the electrolyzer and at the same time produce hydrogen at the minimum possible price. 
This analysis was conducted in terms of LCOH2 and the load factor of the electrolyzer 
integrated to the hybrid solar plant. For this purpose, the size of the TES (in hours) and 
the solar multiple were considered as independent variables, due to their strong influence 
on energy costs and capacity factor. The evaluation range of solar multiple and TES hours 
was from 1 to 4 and from 5 to 20 respectively in order to better understand the influence 
of these design parameters on the LCOH2. 

 

Each time the solar multiple (and therefore the receiver thermal power) was changed, an 
optimization of the solar field was required. This procedure was performed by means of a 
simplified format of SolarPILOT [59], a software developed by NREL to generate and 
characterize tower power systems and accessible from PYSAM. The incorporation of 
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SolarPILOT into the code developed for this thesis ensured that the design and geometry 
of the heliostat field was appropriate for each new value adopted by the solar multiple.  

 

3.3.4.1.2. Conversion Efficiency 

 

Electrolyzer efficiency is the efficiency with which the electrolyzer converts electricity into 
hydrogen, assuming standard temperature and pressure of the H2. This parameter is 
largely determining for power consumption and therefore the bulk of operating costs. For 
the parametric study carried out in this study, the most conservative current and future 
conversion efficiencies presented by the IEA were assumed [23]. However, the 
determination of the final LCOH2 reported for each of the scenarios under study was done 
with both the lower and upper limit of the range of efficiencies, which are detailed in 
Table 6. 

Table 6: Electrolyzer efficiencies used in this study 

Parameter 2021 2030 

Alkaline efficiency (%) 63 – 70 65 – 71 

PEM efficiency (%) 56 – 60 63 – 68 

 

3.3.4.2. Economic Inputs 

 

In this study, the production of hydrogen is ensured by the two most widespread water 
electrolysis technologies: alkaline water electrolysis and polymer electrolyte membrane 
water electrolysis, with the same capacity as the renewable energy plant that powers it. 
The specific costs assumed for each type of electrolyzer are detailed in Table 7, based 
on [23]. 

 

Table 7: Electrolyzer capital costs 

 Element CAPEX 2021 CAPEX 2030 Cost Reduction 

1 PEM Electrolyzer 1100 (USD/kW) 650 (USD/kW) 41% 

2 Alkaline Electrolyzer 500 (USD/kW) 400 (USD/kW) 20% 

 

The stack replacement cost is assumed to be 40% of the CAPEX of the electrolyzer for 
the short term (2021) and 15% for the future term (2030), using the replacement 
reinvestment model employed by [18] and the stack lifetime (hours of operation) indicated 
by [23]. Finally, it should be noted that this project was evaluated over 30 years and was 
calculated assuming a water price of 1.4 (USD/m3) for the II region [60] and it was 
assumed that oxygen as a by-product is released into the atmosphere. However, it is left 
as future work to study the sale of high purity oxygen produced as a by-product of 
electrolysis, which is remunerative and could improve the economic results. 
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3.4. Technical Analysis 

 

This section presents the main technical metrics used to quantify the performance of 
individual and integrated plants. 

 

3.4.1. Load Factor   

 

To explore and demonstrate the benefits of hydrogen production from the combination of 
PV and CSP technologies, the load factor of the electrolyzer was used as one of the main 
performance metrics, i.e., its total utilization as a fraction of the maximum possible 
utilization. This metric is very important in determining the amount of hydrogen that can 
be produced from renewable resources and its specific cost. When the electrolyzer is 
directly connected to the renewable electricity source as in this case (dedicated solar 
plants), some authors assume that the load factor of the electrolyzer is equivalent to the 
capacity factor of the power plant feeding it [60]–[62]. However, although the load factor 
of the electrolyzer is closely linked to the capacity factor of the renewable power plant, 
using these concepts interchangeably is not entirely accurate, as the energy produced is 
not always equivalent to the energy delivered to the electrolysis process. 

 

To accurately reflect the load factor that effectively is applied to the electrolyzer operating 
in direct connection mode to a renewable electricity generator, it must be considered that 
there are hours when there is electricity production but no hydrogen production [52]. For 
instance, in the case of direct coupling of PV and alkaline electrolyzer, there are intervals 
of the day where the electrical production is not sufficient to reach the minimum 
percentage of the nominal capacity to start operating. On the other hand, for stand-alone 
CSP or hybrid + alkaline / PEM electrolysis, there are hours when electricity must be 
curtailed (i.e., a power limit is applied) because the electrical energy output is higher than 
the nominal capacity of the electrolyzer. Finally, considering the capacity factor of the 
renewable plant equal to the load factor of the electrolyzer is also not exact due to the 
type of current at which the capacity factor is measured. On the one hand, for PV systems, 
the capacity factor is an AC-to-DC value (system capacity is in kW DC) and for CSP, the 
capacity is an AC-to-AC value (system capacity is in kW AC), i.e., the capacity factors in 
both solar technologies are based on a different type of current. On the other hand, an 
electrolyzer must be supplied only with direct current (DC) because the electrodes have 
defined polarities [19]. Therefore, throughout this thesis, both terms were not considered 
equivalent. 
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3.4.2. Electricity and Hydrogen Production 

 

The hourly and monthly electricity and hydrogen production of the different configurations 
were determined in order to observe the fluctuation of the amount of electricity and 
hydrogen produced throughout the year. The amount of hydrogen produced was 
estimated with the following equation [17]: 

 

𝑚𝐻2
=

𝜂𝑒𝑙𝐸𝑒𝑙

𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2

 (3) 

 

Where 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2
 is the lower heating value of hydrogen, equal to 33.33 (

𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑘𝑔𝐻2

), 𝐸𝑒𝑙 is the 

electrical energy input (𝑘𝑊ℎ) and 𝜂𝑒𝑙 is the electrolyzer's efficiency. 

 

The energy needed to store the hydrogen in gas or liquid form was subtracted from the 
total amount of electricity produced. The remaining energy is finally used to power the 
electrolysis plant. Currently, hydrogen is typically compressed by reciprocating 
compressors, and this adiabatic compression is governed by the following equation: 

 

𝐿𝑒,𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 =
𝑐𝑝𝐻2∆𝑇12

𝜂𝑚𝜂𝑒
=

𝑇1 (𝛽
𝑘−1

𝑘 − 1)

𝜂𝑚𝜂𝑒
 

 

(4) 

Where 𝐿𝑒,𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 (
𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑒

𝑘𝑔
) is the specific energy consumption of the compressor; 𝛽 is the 

compression ratio; 𝑇1,𝑇2 are the inlet and outlet temperatures (K); 𝜂𝑚 , 𝜂𝑒 are the 
mechanical and electrical efficiencies (are assumed constant and equal to 70% and 90%, 
respectively). Thus, the specific energy demand to compress the hydrogen (isothermally) 
from 20 bar to 350 bar requires 1.05 kWh/kgH2. 

 

3.4.3. CO2 Emission Reduction Potential 

 

The environmental benefit of the analyzed solar plants was established taking into 
account the abatement of CO2 emissions. This metric was calculated according to the 
following equation: 

 

𝑡𝐶𝑂2 (
𝑡𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
) = 𝐸𝐹 (

𝑡𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞 

𝑀𝑊ℎ
) ⋅ 𝐸 (

𝑀𝑊ℎ

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
) (5) 
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where 𝑡𝐶𝑂2 represents the CO2 reduction resulting from the operation of a solar power 

project, 𝐸𝐹 is the emission factor and 𝐸 represents the amount of electricity generated by 
the plant. The emission factor used was 0.3834 tCO2 equivalent per MWh generated. This 
value corresponds to the average annual emissions factor of the National Electricity 
System (SEN) reported by the National Energy Commission [63]. By multiplying the 
generation of each solar plant by the corresponding emission factor, the emissions 
reduction resulting from the operation of each solar plant is obtained. 

 

3.5. Economic Analysis  

 

The economic analysis of hydrogen production was performed for the different pathways 
in the 2021 reference scenario and 2030 future scenario by means of the LCOE and 
LCOH2, two key economic metrics for assessing the cost of an electricity and hydrogen 
production system respectively. 

 

3.5.1. Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) 

 

The LCOE is a measure of the average total cost to build and operate a generator over 
its lifetime divided by the total energy output over the lifetime of the plant. In other words, 
this measure allows the calculation of the minimum price necessary to sell energy in order 
to meet a certain hurdle rate. The simple levelized cost of energy is calculated using the 
following formula [64]: 

 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =

∑
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑡
(1 + 𝑖)𝑡

𝑁
𝑡=0 + ∑

𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑡
(1 + 𝑖)𝑡

𝑁
𝑖=1

∑
𝐸𝑡(1 − 𝑑)𝑡

(1 + 𝑖)𝑡
𝑁
𝑡=1

 (6) 

 

Where 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑡 is the investment expenditures in the year 𝑡, 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑡 is the operations and 
maintenance expenditures in the year 𝑡, 𝐸𝑡 is the electricity generation in the year 𝑡, 𝑖 is 

the discount rate, 𝑑 is the annual degradation factor and 𝑁  is the useful economic life of 
the system. CAPEX (capital expenditure) represents all capital or investment expenses 
that a company must incur in. For a CSP tower plant, the CAPEX should include items 
such as site preparation, solar field construction, solar tower, solar receiver, TES and 
power block, among other expenses. In the case of a PV plant, the cost of photovoltaic 
modules, inverters and site preparation should also be incorporated. It should be 
emphasized that depending on which cost components of the LCOE are included or 
excluded, different studies may lead to significant disparity in values and therefore making 
comparisons between them would not be correct. On the other hand, OPEX (operational 
expenditures) represents all those day-to-day operations and maintenance costs (O&M) 
that are required for the plant to operate. This item can include annual fixed costs and 
variable costs per generation. 
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3.5.2. Combined LCOE 

 

The weighted average of the PV and the CSP plant’s LCOE is calculated with the following 
equation [64]: 

 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸ℎ𝑦𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑 =
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝑃𝑉 ⋅ 𝐸𝑃𝑉 + 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝐶𝑆𝑃 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝑃

𝐸𝑃𝑉 + 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝑃
 

 

(7) 

where 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝐶𝑆𝑃 and 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝑃𝑉 represents the levelized cost of electricity of the CSP and PV 

plants respectively, and 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝑃, 𝐸𝑃𝑉 refers to the annual energy generation of the CSP and 
PV plants respectively. 

 

3.5.3. Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH2) 

 

The model is based on a straightforward calculation in which the various system costs are 
evaluated, and the sum is divided by the amount of hydrogen produced. According to the 
definition provided by GIZ [60], the LCOH2 can be mathematically defined as: 

 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐻2 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 ∙
𝐶𝑅𝐹 + 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋

ℎ ∙ 𝑓𝑝 ∙ 𝑄𝐻2

+ 𝑄𝐻2𝑂 ∙ 𝑃𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑄𝑒 ∙ 𝑃𝑒 − 𝑄𝑂2
∙ 𝑃𝑂2

 (8) 

 

where 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 is the installed capacity of the electrolyzer, 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 is the investment cost 
according to installed capacity, 𝐶𝑅𝐹 is the capital recovery factor as a function of the 
discount rate, 𝑓𝑝 is the plant factor, 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 is the function of maintenance costs as a 

percentage of the investment, dependent on the plant factor, ℎ is the number of hours in 
a year, 𝑄𝐻2

 is the hydrogen production capacity [kgH2/h], 𝑄𝐻2𝑂 is the amount of water 

consumed [m3/kgH2], 𝑃𝐻2𝑂 is the water price [USD/m3], 𝑄𝑒 is the amount of electricity 

consumed [kWh/kgH2], 𝑃𝑒 = 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 is the electricity price [USD/kWh], 𝑄𝑂2
 is the sale of 

oxygen taking into account the quantity produced [kgO2/kgH2] (optional term), 𝑃𝑂2
 is the 

oxygen selling price [USD/kgO2] (optional term). 

 

From Equation 8 it is noteworthy to mention that the capital recovery factor is a ratio used 

to calculate the present value of an annuity (a series of equivalent annual payments). 

Using an interest rate 𝑖 and a system lifetime 𝑛, the capital recovery factor is: 

𝐶𝑅𝐹 =
𝑖(1 + 𝑖)𝑛

(1 + 𝑖)𝑛 − 1
 (9) 
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Furthermore, it should be noted that both metrics, LCOE and LCOH2, are based on the 
same methodology, i.e., the ratio of annualized lifetime costs over the final product 
produced during its lifetime, discounted to a common year using a discount rate reflecting 
the average cost of capital, which was set at 7% for this study. 

 

3.5.4. Hydrogen conditioning and storage costs 

 

Since alkaline solutions prove to be more cost competitive, the storage analysis and 
comparison with the solar PPA alternative were performed only with this technology. 
Additionally, due to the lack of reliable techno-economic data for storage in 2030, this part 
of the analysis was limited to the current scenario. 

 

The two current state of the art methods of hydrogen storage technology, liquefied and 
compressed hydrogen, were considered. For each of these methods, a conversion or 
conditioning module (compressor and liquefaction unit) and a storage module (storage 
tanks) were taken into account, according to the techno-economic parameters reported 
by [17] and [65].  It should be noted that some costs assumed were adapted to the plant 
capacity considered in this work. The main economic parameters assumed for this study 
are summarized in Table 8:  

 

Table 8: Hydrogen conditioning and storage assumptions 

System Pressure (bar) Specific cost 

Specific 

Energy 

Consumption 

O&M 

(%CAPEX) 

Depreciation 

Period 

(years) 

Compressor Up to 350 bar 3900 US$/kWe - 4% 15 

GH2 storage Up to 350 bar 500 US$/kgH2 1.05 kWhe/kgH2 2% 20 

Liquefaction 

unit 
82 15 kUS$/(kgH2/h) 6.4 kWhe/kgH2 8% 20 

LH2 storage ∼1 bar 90 US$/kgH2 - 2% 20 

 

The specific CAPEX of the compressor was determined based on the maximum hydrogen 
flow and electricity consumption as reported by [17]. On the other hand, the specific cost 
of the storage tanks was considering 1 day of production as a backup, i.e., it is a "short 
duration" means of storage. Finally, investment and O&M costs were weighted by the 
capital recovery factor (Equation 9) and divided by the annual hydrogen production, in 
order to obtain the specific cost per kg of hydrogen that each alternative represents. 
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3.5.5. Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) assumptions 

 

For the off-site or virtual PPA alternative, i.e., assuming that electricity is purchased from 
a solar supplier, the following base costs and plant factors were assumed: 

 

Table 9: Electricity costs assumptions - PPA analysis 

Configuration/Scenario 

2021 2030 

Base cost 

(USD/MWh) 

Capacity 

factor 

Base cost 

(USD/MWh) 

Capacity 

factor 

Solar PPA – PV (8-18h) 30 0.42 14 0.42 

Solar PPA - CSP+TES (24/7) 60 1 34 1 

 

The assumed prices were estimated from the energy bids of solar generators in the 2017 
and 2021 tenders.  To these prices must be added the cost for power, transmission and 
distribution of energy, with an approximate cost of USD 24.7 to obtain the total cost of 
electricity, as indicated in [60]. 

 

This part of the analysis did not consider a reduction of costs per use of the electricity 
transmission system by 2030 because it is very likely that overloads or congestion will 
occur in the northern part of the country, as the expansion of transmission infrastructure 
is slower than the expansion of renewable electricity generation. In other words, 
generation capacity will far outstrip transmission capacity, which could increase costs. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 

This chapter presents the results obtained with the simulation model and a critical 

discussion for the different evaluated scenarios. Firstly, the section presents the 

parametric analysis to identify optimal combinations of solar multiple (SM) and the number 

of storage hours (TES capacity) for least cost of hydrogen production. Secondly, the 

technical analysis is exposed, which shows the CO2 emissions avoided, as well as the 

generation of electricity and hydrogen in hourly and monthly terms. Finally, the economic 

analysis is exhibited, where the minimum values of LCOE and LCOH2 obtained for the 

different pathways and the additional costs of storing hydrogen are presented and 

analyzed in detail. 

 

4.1. Parametric analysis for optimal combination of SM and TES size 

 

4.1.1. LCOH2 vs SM and TES Capacity: current and future scenario 

 

The analysis of a CSP plant with TES introduces many decisions for optimal plant sizing. 

This subsection describes the general evolution of LCOH2 as a function of solar multiple 

(SM) and TES full load hours, considering a stand-alone CSP plant and a hybridized CSP 

plant. In addition, two types of electrolyzers and time scenarios are presented. Finally, the 

selection of the optimal parameters that generate a minimum levelized cost of hydrogen 

are displayed in Table 10. 

 

• CSP + ALK electrolyzer  

 

Figure 30: Variation of LCOH2 with SM and TES capacity - CSP + ALK electrolyzer 
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From Figure 30 it can be seen that LCOH2 initially decreases until it reaches a minimum 

and then increases again. This behavior is explained by the fact that the thermal energy 

collected increases with the SM, which extends the utilization of the power block. The 

latter initially reduces the LCOE and consequently the LCOH2, owing to the lower specific 

energy cost and higher annual hydrogen production. However, increasing the SM and 

TES capacity implies an increase in the solar field leading to a strong increase in 

investment cost. It should be noted that, after reaching a minimum cost, the income from 

increased annual electricity generation (and thus annual hydrogen production) is much 

less than the investment cost of increasing the storage system and the solar field, and 

therefore there is no additional benefit from increasing the SM. A further increase in this 

parameter becomes too detrimental since the initial investment cost increases without 

compensation in electricity generation, which would explain the growth of the curves. 

 

In Figure 30 there is also a clear downward shift of the curves in the outlook scenario 

(2030) due to the lower hydrogen production costs that can be achieved. One reason for 

the decrease in green hydrogen production costs is the increase in efficiency of the 

alkaline electrolyzer from 63% to 65%. In other words, it is expected that the electrolyzer 

will consume a smaller amount of electricity to produce one kilogram of hydrogen. Another 

reason is a 20% lower CAPEX investment in alkaline electrolyzers projected for the long 

term as a result of the increase in the learning rate as the industry grows and larger scale 

projects are implemented. Finally, another key factor for reducing LCOH2 is lower energy 

prices. As will be seen in the breakdown of hydrogen costs, the levelized cost of renewable 

energy is one of the main parts of the hydrogen cost structure. In conclusion, the 

downward shift of the curves in 2030 is caused by a combination of increased efficiency, 

lower CAPEX investment in electrolyzers and cheaper electricity. 

 

• CSP + PEM electrolyzer  

 

Figure 31: Variation of LCOH2 with SM and TES capacity - CSP + PEM electrolyzer 
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Figure 31 presents the same LCOH2 variation for different capacities of storage hours and 

solar multiples, but considering a PEM electrolyzer. The increase in the conversion 

efficiency assumed is from 0.56% to 0.63%, as reported by the most conservative case of  

the International Energy Agency [23]. Because PEM technology has fewer years of 

experience than the alkaline type, its investment CAPEX is higher; however, the latter is 

expected to have an investment cost reduction of around 41% by 2030. This combination 

of increased efficiency and reduced CAPEX causes the curves to shift vertically, but less 

than the most mature form of electrolysis (alkaline electrolysis, Figure 30). 

 

• Hybrid CSP + ALK electrolyzer  

 

Figure 32: Variation of LCOH2 with SM and TES capacity - Hybrid CSP + ALK electrolyzer 

 

Figure 32 shows curves with a larger downward displacement than those generated by 

the coupling of an alkaline electrolyzer with a stand-alone or separate CSP (Figure 30). 

Although the conversion efficiency and electrolyzer CAPEX parameters are the same in 

both cases, the coupling with a hybrid solar plant offers lower electricity costs, which 

translates into lower specific green hydrogen production costs. This phenomenon is also 

evident in the integration of a PEM electrolyzer and a hybrid solar plant (Figure 33), but 

with higher specific hydrogen costs because the investment level of commercially 

available PEM electrolyzers is higher than traditional alkaline, as previously stated. 
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• Hybrid CSP + PEM electrolyzer  

 

Figure 33: Variation of LCOH2 with SM and TES capacity - Hybrid CSP + PEM electrolyzer 

 

The above results provide a good visual benchmark of the impact of the solar multiple 

(SM) and TES capacity (hours of storage) on the specific cost of hydrogen. From these 

parametric studies, the optimal TES capacity and the SM are determined by minimizing 

the levelized costs of hydrogen (LCOH2) for each scenario analyzed. The optimal 

parameters for each configuration are presented in the following section. 

 

4.1.2. Optimal SM and TES system combination 

 

Table 10 summarizes and compares the optimal design parameters for SM and TES 

capacity obtained from the parametric analysis, which were used to simulate the plants 

presented in the following sections. 

 

Table 10: Optimal parameters of SM and TES capacity for the minimum LCOH2 

Configuration/Scenario 

Standard cost scenario (2021) Outlook scenario (2030) 

Hours of 

Storage 

Optimal 

SM 

Hours of 

Storage 

Optimal 

SM 

LCOH2 CSP – PEM (USD/kgH2) 15 3 15 3 

LCOH2 CSP – ALK (USD/kgH2) 15 3 15 3 

LCOH2 Hybrid – PEM (USD/kgH2) 15 2.5 15 3 

LCOH2 Hybrid – ALK (USD/kgH2) 15 2.5 15 3 
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It is worth noting that the values in Table 10 are cost-optimal parameters, i.e., they are the 

optimal combination of solar multiple and power plant storage hours to achieve a minimum 

specific cost of hydrogen and not necessarily the maximum capacity factor (technical 

optimal parameters). The choice of this yardstick to arrive at the best possible design 

parameters is because hydrogen production will not ensure market penetration unless it 

can ensure economic competitiveness. Interestingly, regardless of the chosen pathway, 

the system reaches the minimal LCOH2 with 15 hours of storage. In the case of solar 

multiples, they remain at 3 except for the hybrid coupling case in the current scenario 

(2021) which is minimized with a value of 2.5. Although the similarity in parameters may 

seem counterintuitive, this is because the size of the solar field does not change 

substantially between a stand-alone CSP and a CSP hybridized to PV. The main 

difference lies in the dispatch schedule of the solar thermal energy, i.e., the same amount 

of collected and stored energy is distributed in a convenient way. 

 

4.1.3. Load factor vs SM and TES Capacity: ALK and PEM electrolyzer  

 

Figure 34 and Figure 35 present the variation of the two key parameters previously 

analyzed (solar multiple and full load storage hours) but applied to the load factor of the 

electrolyzers. 

 

• Stand-alone CSP 

 

Figure 34: Variation of the Load Factor with SM and TES capacity - Stand-alone CSP 
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• Hybrid CSP  

 

Figure 35: Variation of the Load Factor with SM and TES capacity - Hybrid CSP 

 

From Figure 34 and 35 it can be seen that initially the load factor of the electrolyzers 

increases until it reaches a relatively stable zone and then decreases again, as the solar 

multiple rises. The initial behavior occurs because a higher solar multiple achieves a 

higher energy output, which leads to a high utilization of the electrolyzer. However, when 

the solar multiple is too high, there is a drop in the load factor. This behavior can be 

explained by the disturbances when the solar flux reaching the receiver is excessive with 

respect to the design point, and the maximum allowable power block output is exceeded. 

When the solar multiple is too big to be reasonable or acceptable, the solar field can collect 

so much energy that the mass flow rate required to maintain the design outlet temperature 

exceeds the upper limit. To avoid excess heat transfer fluid temperature (and a dangerous 

scenario) the code defocuses some collectors to reduce the amount of energy absorbed, 

until the maximum allowable thermal output limit is met. Another possible explanation for 

this drop in the load factor may be the increase of heat loss coefficients in the CSP system, 

which are functions of the outlet temperature from the solar field, which increases with the 

solar multiple. 

 

From the previous figures, it can be also observed that the coupling of an electrolyzer to 

hybrid CSP plant (Figure 35) offers a higher load factor for the same solar multiple 

compared to a stand-alone CSP plant (Figure 34). This higher load factor for a given solar 

multiple is explained by the combination with PV technology. In other words, the use of a 

mix of solar technologies gives electrolyzer utilization rates above 90%, i.e., high 

operating hours. 
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Finally, it should be considered that an alkaline electrolyzer does not tolerate loads lower 

than 10% of its nominal capacity, i.e., it has a lower capacity to adapt to the variation of 

electrical energy. In contrast, a PEM electrolyzer is more dynamic, as it can operate at 

less than 10% of its nominal capacity and can therefore achieve higher load factors. This 

difference in the operating limits of electrolyzers becomes less evident when electrolysis 

is fed from CSP (stand-alone or hybridized), since they offer greater supply stability than 

stand-alone PV. The latter would explain the fact that there are no significant differences 

between the load factor variation curves between a PEM or alkaline electrolyzer and that 

they are virtually identical. 

 

 

4.2. Technical Results 

 

This section presents the technical performance analysis of the different pathways 

analyzed. Although the main focus of this thesis is on the production of green hydrogen 

via hybrid solar plants, it is necessary and interesting to benchmark the results against 

the stand-alone cases. First, the direct coupling of an electrolyzer to a stand-alone PV 

plant is presented (Case 1), followed by the coupling to a stand-alone CSP plant (Case 2) 

and finally the coupling to a hybrid solar plant (Case 3). 

 

4.2.1. Case 1: Stand-alone PV  

 

This case involves the direct coupling of an electrolyzer to stand-alone PV system for 
green hydrogen production. 

 

• Electricity and hydrogen production versus month 

 

Figure 36 shows the monthly electricity production of the 100 MWe stand-alone PV plant 
in a stacked bar chart that differentiates the amount of electricity to power the electrolysis 
process and to power the hydrogen conditioning process (for storage). 
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Figure 36: PV monthly electricity production 

 

The results show a clear seasonal variability, where the months of lower electricity 

production coincide with the months of lower solar radiation in Chile and vice versa, due 

to the direct relationship between both variables. Blue shows the energy that should be 

used to power the electrolyzer, and orange shows the energy that powers the hydrogen 

conditioning units. Visually there is no significant difference between a PEM and alkaline 

electrolyzer, but there is a clear difference in the way that hydrogen will be stored. Closer 

inspection of Figure 36 shows that the hydrogen liquefaction unit is more energy intensive 

than a compressor, so there is a smaller amount of electrical energy that will go into 

hydrogen production. This difference in the monthly amount of hydrogen produced 

according to the different pathways is shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38, for the year 2021 

and 2030 respectively. 
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Figure 37: PV - driven monthly hydrogen production 2021 

 

 
Figure 38: PV - driven monthly hydrogen production 2030 

 

Figure 37 and Figure 38 show that the monthly hydrogen generation follows the same 

distribution pattern of solar radiation and electricity production because the production of 

hydrogen depends directly on these variables. As can be seen in the figures, the highest 

hydrogen production occurs in November, December and January. On the other hand, 

June represents the month with the lowest hydrogen production, which was an expected 

result since it is the month with the lowest solar irradiance of the year (winter season in 

Chile). 
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The combination of technologies that produces the most hydrogen is an alkaline 

electrolyzer with storage in the form of compressed gas. In contrast, a PEM electrolyzer 

with liquid hydrogen storage produces on average 12% less hydrogen per month than the 

best combination of technologies, a situation that remains largely unchanged by 2030. 

This difference in the monthly amount of hydrogen production is explained by the higher 

efficiency reported by an alkaline electrolyzer compared to a PEM electrolyzer. In addition, 

liquefaction is energy-intensive, so approximately 10% of the energy produced each 

month is used to bring the hydrogen to a temperature of around 20º K (-253ºC). Thus, this 

increased amount of energy for conditioning is at the expense of the electrolysis process. 

 

• Electrical power output vs time (hrs) over a year 

 

Figure 39 presents the electricity generation profile of the 100 MWe PV plant over a year: 

 

 

Figure 39: Energy generation profile of the PV system 

 

From Figure 39, a clear seasonality during a generation year is observed, with low 

generation peaks during the winter months. In addition, it is interesting to note that the 

electricity power is at most 90% of the rated output without reaching the 100 MWe design 

capacity at any time, because some of the standard test conditions are not achieved in 

practice. 
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• Daily variation in electrical power against time for December 18-23 

 

Figure 40 and Figure 41 provide a good understanding of the daily variability in PV plant 
performance for some summer and winter days respectively. 

 

 

Figure 40: Daily energy production profile of the PV system - Summer time 

 

• Daily variation in electrical power against time for June 18-23 

 

 

Figure 41: Daily energy production profile of the PV system - Winter  time 

 

The figures above show the variability and intermittency of PV technology. A good 

understanding of these power fluctuations is extremely important, as the production of 

hydrogen via PV coincides with the solar production profile of this technology. Clearly, PV 

technology alone is not capable of feeding the electrolyzer in a continuous and reliable 

manner, because given its natural variability, it does not manage to extend the running of 
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the electrolyzer and increases its frequent start-up/shutdown. The latter could have 

detrimental effects on electrolyzers due to early degradation. 

 

4.2.2. Case 2: Stand-alone CSP  

 

This case involves the direct coupling of an electrolyzer to stand-alone CSP system for 
green hydrogen production. 

 

• Electricity and hydrogen production versus month 

 

Figure 42 shows the monthly electricity production of the 100 MWe stand-alone CSP plant 
in a stacked bar chart that differentiates the amount of electricity to power the electrolysis 
process and to power the hydrogen conditioning process (for storage).  

 

 

Figure 42: CSP monthly electricity production 

 

As shown in Figure 42, the monthly electricity production of the stand-alone CSP plant is 

considerably higher than that of a stand-alone PV plant (Figure 36). The CSP plant can 

deliver about 150% more energy to the electrolysis process in January and about 300% 
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more in June, because the generation is not limited only to the hours of solar radiation. 

Additionally, it is evident that monthly generation is more constant (or flatter) throughout 

the year compared to PV generation, with only a small drop in winter and in February. The 

latter is attributable to the Altiplano winter phenomenon, hence, higher rate of clouds 

during the month. In conclusion, a CSP plant offers the advantage of delivering power for 

a longer number of hours, so that the electrolysis process can be maintained for a longer 

period of time. This higher level of equipment utilization implies an increase in the volumes 

of hydrogen produced with the same installed capacity, as shown in Figure 43 and 

Figure 44. 

 

Figure 43: CSP - driven monthly hydrogen production 2021 

 

 

Figure 44: CSP - driven monthly hydrogen production 2030 
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• Electrical power output vs time (hrs) over a year 

 

Figure 45 presents the electricity generation profile of the 100 MWe CSP plant over the 
year. 

 

 

Figure 45: Energy generation profile of the CSP system 

 

From the previous figure it is possible to observe that during the winter season the 

production of the stand-alone CSP plant is not enough to cover the base load. The 

complete discharge of the TES system and the frequent shut down of the power block 

during some hours of the night, explains the higher color concentration in the center of the 

figure. In contrast, in the seasons of higher solar radiation, even though the rated output 

drops in some early morning hours, the turbine is not completely shut down in most cases, 

as shown below. 
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• Daily variation in electrical power against time for December 19-23 

 

Figure 46 and Figure 47 provide a good understanding of the daily generation profile for 

100 MWe CSP (15h storage) for some summer and winter days respectively. 

 

 

Figure 46: Daily energy production profile of the CSP system - Summer time 

 

On typically good days for CSP production (summer days), as shown in Figure 46, the 
CSP and TES system can supply power to the electrolyzer during all hours, but with load 
reductions at night. These dips in rated power from 100 MWe to about 80 MWe are 
explained by the fact that the level of molten salts left in storage in the early morning is no 
longer sufficient to run the turbine at full capacity and thus ensure completely flat 
generation. However, stand-alone CSP is able to provide smoother power output and 
greater stability to the electrolysis process than stand-alone PV, which significantly 
increases hydrogen production. It should be noted that PV-based hydrogen production 
suffers from discontinuous power supply regardless of the season of the year and 
unpredictable production due to weather conditions (Figure 40). 
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• Daily variation in electrical power against time for June 18-23 

 

 

Figure 47: Daily energy production profile of the CSP system - Winter  time 

 

As can be seen in Figure 47, although during the winter the output of the CSP plant is 
higher than the PV plant, the TES system is not sufficient to generate electricity 
continuously. The latter implies that the electrolyzer will also operate intermittently, 
shutting down for a few hours in the early morning until the minimum technical power is 
reached for the CSP plant to start operating again. 
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4.2.3. Case 3: Hybrid CSP+PV 

 

This case involves the production of green hydrogen powered by a hybrid solar plant. 

 

• Electricity and hydrogen production versus month 

 

Figure 48 shows the monthly electricity production of the 100 MWe hybrid CSP+PV plant 
in a stacked bar chart that differentiates the amount of electricity to power the electrolysis 
process and to power the hydrogen conditioning process (for storage).  

 

 

Figure 48: Hybrid CSP+PV monthly electricity production 

 

 

Figure 49 and Figure 50 show the monthly hydrogen production from hybrid solar plants 
for the year 2021 and 2030 respectively. 
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Figure 49: Hybrid CSP+PV - driven monthly hydrogen production 2021 

 

 

Figure 50: Hybrid CSP+PV - driven monthly hydrogen production 2030 

 

In contrast to stand-alone solar technologies, the evolution of the monthly hydrogen 
production from a solar system is more uniform across seasons, i.e., there is less inter-
annual variability due to the flexibility and stability that CSP brings to the electrolyzer’s 
power supply. Hydrogen production from a hybrid solar plant achieves on average 1.24 
and 1.28 Ton-hrs more hydrogen production than a PV plant in 2021 and 2030 
respectively by means of an alkaline electrolyzer, the most efficient electrolyzer.  
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• Electrical power output vs time (hrs) over a year 

 

Figure 51 shows the annual electricity generation profile of the PV (in blue) and CSP (in 

orange) technologies combined to achieve a nominal target of 100 MWe. 

 

 

Figure 51: Energy generation profile of the PV + CSP system 

 

• Daily variation in electrical power against time for December 19-23 

 

 

Figure 52: Daily energy production profile of the PV + CSP system - Summer time 
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Figure 52 shows the dynamics in the operation of the hybridized plant. It illustrates how 
the CSP output (orange line) adapts to the PV production (blue line) to provide a smoother 
combined output (green line). In other words, there is a clear temporal complementarity 
between the two technologies, which produces 24/7 generation during the months of 
highest solar radiation. This complementarity is achieved because CSP with TES is a 
dispatchable technology, i.e., it can increase or decrease the energy it delivers in 
response to the generation of PV, which is intermittent, non-dispatchable and relies 
exclusively on solar radiation. Summing up, at this time of the year, a hybrid solar plant 
significantly reduces the stops and start-ups of the electrolyzer. 

 

• Daily variation in electrical power against time for June 19-23 

 

 

Figure 53: Daily energy production profile of the PV + CSP system - Winter time 

 

Figure 53 shows that while during the winter there is no flat generation (CSP does not fill 

the gaps where PV generation is less than 100 MWe), there is still a better performance 

of the combined plant compared to what each achieves on its own. In conclusion, in a 

hybrid solar plant, the PV energy covers the electricity production during daylight hours 

and the CSP acts as a "solar battery", which stores energy to power the electrolyzer during 

hours of low or no solar radiation. In a location with good solar radiation such as northern 

Chile, this could be the optimal combination for green hydrogen production, as an overly 

dynamic operation (many starts and stops) could increase the degradation of the 

electrolyzer, compromising its functionality, durability and lifetime. Additionally, there are 

economic benefits of this integration, as one of the ways to ensure a lower cost for green 

hydrogen is to keep the electrolyzers running as close to 24 hours a day as possible. The 

latter will be detailed in the economic results section. 
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4.2.4. Overall comparison for the three cases 

 

Table 11 presents a comparison of technical parameters of the different configurations 

analyzed: 

 

Table 11: Performance comparison of the different pathways 

Configuration LF Electrolyzer GWh/year Ton H2/year ktCO2 avoided/year 

PV - ALK 30% 263.48 
4985 (2021) 

5143 (2030) 
101 

PV - PEM 30.1% 264.41 
4447 (2021) 

5003 (2030) 
101 

CSP - ALK 89.8% 786.08 
14872 (2021) 

15344 (2030) 
301 

CSP - PEM 89.8% 786.08 
13220 (2021) 

14872 (2030) 
301 

Hybrid - ALK 95.7 % 837.92 
15853 (2021) 

16355 (2030) 
321 

Hybrid - PEM 95.7 % 837.92 
14091 (2021) 

15853 (2030) 
321 

 

From Table 11 it is clear that the hybridization of a PV and CSP plant offers the highest 

load factor of the electrolyzers (95.7%), i.e., this scenario increases the degree of 

utilization of the electrolyzers with a stable, secure and sustainable electricity supply 

throughout the year. These load factors are equivalent to the fact that hydrogen production 

powered by a hybrid plant can operate on average ∼23 hrs/day (8383 hrs/year), by a 

stand-alone CSP ∼22 hrs/day (7867 hrs/year) and by a stand-alone PV ∼7 hrs/day (2628 

hrs/year), in that order. The stand-alone PV technology is more sensitive to daily and 

seasonal variations in solar radiation, so the electrolyzer utilization is significantly lower 

than the stand-alone CSP plant and the hybridization of technologies. On the other hand, 

the stand-alone CSP technology achieves a higher yield compared to the stand-alone PV 

plant, as it increases the hydrogen production time during cloudy periods or at night, but 

less than a hybridized plant. 

 

The load factor of the electrolyzer is proportional to the mass of hydrogen gas produced. 

In that sense, a hybrid solar plant ensures a massive production of hydrogen gas on an 

annual basis, with 15853 and 14091 tons of hydrogen via alkaline and PEM electrolysis 

in the current scenario (2021). Similarly, a production of 16355 and 15853 tons of 

hydrogen via alkaline and PEM electrolysis are projected in the future scenario (2030). It 

is important to highlight that these values consider the electrical energy actually fed into 
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the electrolyzer (excluding energy for storage) and not necessarily the total energy 

generated by the plant, which may be curtailed in order to ensure the operating limits of 

the electrolyzer. If the total annual energy generated by the hybrid solar plant were 

considered, it would be 966.18(GWh), which would avoid 370 ktCO2 per year. 

 

The synergetic operation of solar technologies in a hybrid plant also achieves a greater 

displacement of fossil fuels, which offers a considerable reduction in CO2 equivalent 

emissions, and thus a better environmental protection. In other words, combined plants 

contribute more to the annual CO2 equivalent abatement than stand-alone technologies, 

compared to a reference scenario that considers an average emission factor of the 

National Electricity System (SEN) in Chile. This metric is particularly valuable, as all 

actions the world is taking are aimed to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, in line with the 

Paris Agreement’s ambitious target to limit global temperature rise to 1.5°C. 

 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that these differences in technical performance occur even 

though all solar plants have the same installed capacity or rated power (100 MWe), but 

not the same electricity generation. The latter is explained by the fact that the nominal 

power of solar plants indicates only the maximum electrical power they can produce under 

specific conditions, while the electricity generation is the amount of electricity produced 

by the plant during a specific period of time (in this case, one year). 

 

4.3. Economic Results  

 

This section presents the main results obtained from the economic analysis. First, the 
LCOE results are presented, followed by the LCOH2 of dedicated off-grid installations and 
their breakdown. Finally, the LCOH2 obtained from grid electricity is presented, followed 
by the potential costs of storing hydrogen. 

 

4.3.1. Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) 

 

Table 12 shows the minimum LCOE value achieved for the different solar technologies 
analyzed. 

Table 12: Minimum LCOE values achieved 

Configuration/Scenario 
Standard cost scenario 

(2021) 

Outlook scenario 

(2030) 

LCOE PV (USD/MWh) 30.61 14.23 

LCOE CSP (USD/MWh) 69.96 35.44 

LCOE Hybrid (USD/MWh) 65.84 33.42 
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From Table 12 it can be seen that in both the current and future scenarios, PV technology 
achieves the lowest specific cost of energy with a reduction of 54% between both time 
scenarios, mainly due to its low investment costs. In the second place is the estimated 
cost of energy achieved by a hybrid solar plant, and in the last place the cost of energy of 
a CSP plant. It is worth noting that both stand-alone and hybrid CSP generation show a 
percentage cost reduction of 49% between the current and future scenarios, mainly 
because CSP is expected to have a similar scale effect as PV had years ago, so its costs 
could fall further as installed capacity worldwide increases. 

 

The LCOE results for solar PV and CSP in the current scenario are within the ranges of 
values reported by the IEA [66]. Similarly, the projected LCOE values for 2030 are close 
to the prices offered in Chile's last electricity supply tender (August 2021), which would 
take effect from 2026 for a period of 15 years. In this tender, Canadian Libertador Solar 
Holding SpA submitted the lowest bid for a PV project in Chile's last clean energy auction, 
which submitted a price of 13.32 (USD/MWh), setting the record as the lowest bid in Latin 
America [67]. In addition, the CSP project Likana Solar, broke the world record price for 
its bid in the last electricity supply tender with a price of 34 (USD/MWh). The project lost 
the tender, even though it could have provided 100% renewable, firm and dispatchable 
all-solar generation at a record price for 24/7. 

 

4.3.2. Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH2) 

 

Table 13 shows the range of LCOH2 values achieved according to the different pathways 
analyzed. 

 

Table 13: Minimum LCOH2 values achieved 

Configuration/Scenario 
Standard cost scenario (2021) Outlook scenario (2030) 

ALK PEM ALK PEM 

LCOH2 PV (USD/kgH2) 2.38 - 2.65 4.05 - 4.34 1.39 - 1.52 1.92 - 2.07 

LCOH2 CSP (USD/kgH2) 3.81 - 4.23 5.10 - 5.46 2.02 - 2.19 2.32 - 2.50 

LCOH2 Hybrid (USD/kgH2) 3.59 - 3.99   4.81 - 5.16 1.90 - 2.07 2.20 - 2.36 

 
 

Table 13 confirms that from a purely economic point of view the production of green 
hydrogen based on stand-alone PV reaches the lowest hydrogen production costs due to 
its low CAPEX, which is mainly attributed to the emergence of China as a major player in 
this industry. Next, in ascending order of cost, are hybrid plants and, lastly, hydrogen 
production based on stand-alone CSP. The costs achieved for the current scenario are 
not the same for all pathways analyzed; however, they are clearly not competitive with 
fuel-based or “grey” hydrogen today, regardless of the case under analysis. For the next 
decade, this situation is projected to change, as PV-based generation (PEM and alkaline) 
and hybrid plant generation (alkaline) could reach, under certain favorable conditions, the 
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range of competitive values, below USD 2 per kg of hydrogen (fossil fuel range, its main 
competitor in the market).  

 

The levelized cost of hydrogen in the current scenario for PV-ALK is consistent with the 
cost reported by the IEA for Chile in the Global Hydrogen Review 2021 [25]. It is worth 
noting that all costs found for 2021 are also in accordance with the levelized cost of 
hydrogen based on renewable energies as reported by the IEA in its report The Future of 
Hydrogen, which fluctuates between 3 and 7.5 USD/kgH2 [23]. In addition, the hydrogen 
production cost estimates for the next decade are in general accord with recent studies 
indicating that by 2030, renewable hydrogen's cost will range from ~USD1.3 - 3.5/kgH2 

(broader range). These sources include Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) [68], 
[69], International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) [62], International Energy Agency 
(IEA) [25] and the Hydrogen Council (H2 Council) [70]. 

 

To put the levelized hydrogen costs shown above into perspective and to see the effect 
of different system components, Figure 54, Figure 55 and Figure 56 present the 
breakdown for the lower limit of each pathway. 

 

Figure 54: LCOH2 breakdown, PV – electrolysis 

 

As shown in Figure 54, for the current scenario (2021), about 61% of hydrogen production 

costs are related to the cost of PV electricity, 38% to the cost of the alkaline electrolyzer 

and less than 1% to the cost of water. On the other hand, in the PV-PEM case, the 

electricity cost drops to about 42% of the total cost, the electrolyzer rises to 57.5% and 

water is almost negligible at 0.5%. This difference in the breakdown is due to the higher 
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CAPEX investment of a PEM electrolyzer. In contrast, when the system has an alkaline 

electrolyzer, the cost of hydrogen production is highly dependent on the cost of energy to 

produce it. For the 2030 outlook scenario, in the PV-ALK case, about 50.5% of the 

levelized cost of hydrogen production is expected to be due to the cost of the electrolyzer, 

48% due to the cost of electricity and 1.5% due to the cost of water. In the same time 

scenario, but for the PV-PEM case, 62% of the cost of producing one kilogram of hydrogen 

comes from the cost of the electrolyzer, 36% from the cost of electricity and less than 2% 

from the cost of water. 

 
Figure 55: LCOH2 breakdown, CSP – electrolysis 

 

Figure 55 presents the breakdown of the specific hydrogen costs based on CSP alone. In 

this figure, clearly the cost of electricity dominates the cost of hydrogen production in all 

scenarios. In 2021, CSP-ALK 87.4% of the total comes from the cost of electricity, 12% 

from the cost of the electrolyzer and only 0.56% is attributed to the cost of water. In the 

CSP-PEM case, the cost of electricity drops to 76.2%, the electrolyzer rises to 23.4% and 

the cost of water is almost negligible at 0.4%. In the 2030 scenario the situation does not 

change substantially. For the CSP-ALK case, 82.5% of the cost corresponds to the cost 

of energy, 16.4% to the cost of the electrolyzer and 1.1% to the cost of water. In the CSP-

PEM case, 74.8% of the cost corresponds to the cost of energy, 24.3% to the cost of the 

electrolyzer and 0.9% to the cost of water. 
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Figure 56: LCOH2 breakdown, Hybrid plant – electrolysis 

 

From Figure 56 it is clear that for a hybrid solar plant, the cost of energy is by far the most 

important component in the cost breakdown of green hydrogen production (greater than 

50%), when compared to the cost of electrolyzers and the cost of water. The cost 

breakdown by major components of the specific cost of hydrogen production allows to 

detect where efforts should be focused in order to reduce hydrogen production costs and 

make it more cost-effective. In that sense, more efforts should be focused on reducing the 

investment costs of CSP technology to make it more attractive as an energy source for 

the hydrogen-based economy. In the particular case of Chile, CSP technology could 

increase the learning rate due to the higher cumulative installed capacity that will be 

available in the near future, considering the CSP projects already in operation, under 

construction and under environmental assessment. 

 

The reader may have noticed that in stand-alone (Figure 55) and hybrid (Figure 56) CSP-
based hydrogen production (which allow for more operating hours), the impact of 
electrolysis CAPEX costs on LCOH2 decreases and the impact of electricity costs 
increases (there is a larger portion of the bar in blue than orange). In other words, with 
increasing electrolyzer operating hours, electricity cost is the major cost component, 
accounting for more than 50% of the production cost of each kg of green hydrogen. 
Therefore, the specific cost of energy offered by CSP still presents considerable margin 
for improvement and a clear opportunity for cost reduction in the long term. 
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4.3.3. Indirect on-grid connection to the electrolyzer: PPA mechanism 

 

Table 14 shows the specific cost of hydrogen when electricity is considered to be supplied 
by an off-site PPA mechanism. 

 

Table 14: LCOH2 supplied through a PPA mechanism 

Configuration/Scenario 
Standard cost 

scenario (2021) 

Outlook 

scenario (2030) 

LCOH2 - PPA (PV based) (USD/kgH2) 3.66 2.56 

LCOH2 - PPA (CSP based) (USD/kgH2) 4.96 3.36 

 

From the results, it is possible to conclude that using an off-site PV-based PPA 
mechanism results in costs 35% and 68% higher than a direct connection in the years 
2021 and 2030 respectively. Similarly, considering a CSP-based PPA mechanism results 
in costs 17% and 80% higher than a direct connection in the years 2021 and 2030 
respectively. This increase in costs is explained by the additional electricity transmission 
costs that have to be paid when the electricity generation and the hydrogen production 
plants are decoupled (indirect connection). In this case, there is no physical exchange of 
energy, as the generation plant could be hundreds of kilometers away from the point of 
consumption, so there is an additional charge for the use of the grid. If electrolysis plants 
did not have to face these extra costs, grid-connected operation would be a more 
attractive case for an investor. 

 

It is important to bear in mind that because there is no physical exchange of energy in this 
production pathway and the generation plant may be far from the point of consumption, 
the electrolyzer is powered by the nearest electrons and not necessarily those coming 
from the renewable plant. Despite having a grid-connected solar PPA, electrolysis will not 
necessarily work with 100% green electricity, and therefore, there is no certainty that it is 
effectively green hydrogen. The renewable generator injects the equivalent of the energy 
purchased by the buyer (the electrolysis plant), but the electricity that is taken from the 
grid to power the electrolyzer still comes from the same general "pool" of energy, where 
there is clean and dirty energy. In short, if "green" hydrogen is produced using the 
electricity grid, where electrons generated from different sources are mixed, it is not 
possible to ensure that there is any real benefit to the environment. In contrast, a direct 
on-site connection between a renewable plant and the electrolysis plant provides a 
guarantee of green origin, which is highly valued in the international markets. 
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4.3.4. Hydrogen Storage Cost  

 

To quantify the storage cost per kg of hydrogen, the levelized cost methodology was used, 
i.e., the total storage cost divided by the hydrogen output. CAPEX costs include 
conditioning modules (compressor or liquefaction unit) to bring the hydrogen to the 
physical conditions necessary for storage, as well as steel storage tanks, which have a 
volume equivalent to the average daily production of each configuration. Table 15 
presents an overview of post-processing (or conditioning) and storage of hydrogen in the 
currently most feasible options for hydrogen storage, i.e., compressed and liquid 
hydrogen. 

 
Table 15: Levelized Cost of Hydrogen Storage 

Configuration/Scenario 
Hydrogen Storage 

Compressed H2 (GH2) Liquid H2 (LH2) 

PV (USD/kgH2) 0.37 3.03 

CSP (USD/kgH2) 0.24 1.14 

Hybrid (USD/kgH2) 0.23 1.09 

 
 

The specific costs of the two storage options analyzed differ significantly because the 
effect of differences in CAPEX. On the one hand, the results show that the lowest specific 
storage costs are achieved for the compressed gas method (350 bar) with hydrogen 
production based on a hybrid solar plant, followed by stand-alone CSP production and 
finally stand-alone PV. On the other hand, liquid storage is a significantly more expensive 
alternative, exceeding by more than 300% the specific cost achieved for gaseous storage 
of hydrogen produced with dispatchable solar energy (stand-alone CSP and hybrid) and 
by more than 700% for variable solar energy (stand-alone PV). To store hydrogen in liquid 
form, high CAPEX costs must be incurred, making it the least cost-effective option of the 
two stationary systems analyzed. 

 

It is interesting to highlight that the order of specific hydrogen storage costs changed with 
respect to the specific cost of production, showing that a hybrid plant could achieve the 
lowest specific cost of storage, even though the daily production volume in a hybrid solar 
plant is higher, which implies a larger and more expensive steel storage tank. This is 
explained precisely by the higher number of operating hours and consequently higher 
hydrogen production. When there is a high utilization of the electrolyzer, the specific 
CAPEX and OPEX share of the tanks and conditioning units per kg of hydrogen is 
reduced. To put it simply, there is a higher amortization of the investment per kilogram of 
hydrogen produced, as the investments are diluted by a higher quantity of product output, 
which is directly proportional to the load factor of the electrolyzer. To sum up, the higher 
the load factor of the electrolyzer, the lower the levelized cost of hydrogen storage. 
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4.4. Global Results Synthesis 

 

Taken together, the results obtained in this thesis indicate that a hybrid CSP+PV plant 
dedicated to power the electrolysis process offers a promising pathway to stabilize 
hydrogen production at a price that could be less than USD 2 per kgH2 by 2030 (alkaline 
electrolysis). Although the lowest cost was achieved by PV-based hydrogen generation, 
considering only the LCOE and LCOH2 is not sufficient to measure the real benefits of 
each system.  The LCOE does not take into account that hybrid solar plants provide 
dispatchable renewable electricity due to the CSP plant with storage, and therefore, offer 
an added value that standalone PV does not offer. Consequently, value should be placed 
on the flexibility and storage that CSP offers to hydrogen production.  

 

Stability in hydrogen supply is a key point to consider. Potential consumers of green 
hydrogen, such as mining companies or ammonia, methanol, and steel companies, 
cannot work with fluctuating supply of hydrogen, so a stand-alone PV plant would require 
a reserve of electricity generation capacity (back-up capacity) or an oversizing, which must 
be included in the production costs. It is precisely this capacity - stabilization in the 
electrolysis process - that makes a hybrid solar plant attractive, especially when 
production volumes and specific storage costs are taken into account. This idea is in 
agreement with what the IEA stated in its latest report, Global Hydrogen Review 2021 
[25], where it is clearly stated that considering only the levelized cost of hydrogen 
production ignores other important factors, such as the number of electrolyzer operating 
hours; the volume of hydrogen produced throughout the year; and the costs that may arise 
from the need to smooth out fluctuations in renewable hydrogen supply (daily or 
seasonal). In addition, the same report adds that hydrogen users (consuming hydrogen 
directly or converting it into other fuels and feedstocks) require stability of supply, i.e., they 
must be assured of constancy of supply.   

 

In summary, this thesis argues that solar hydrogen projects should be comprehensively 
evaluated, assigning additional value to solar plants when they offer flexibility or storage 
of renewable energy, which helps to stabilize and control the energy output that feeds the 
electrolysis process. This is also aligned with what the Chile's National Green Hydrogen 
Strategy proposes, which seeks not only to produce hydrogen at the best price, but also 
to achieve large volumes of green hydrogen production to become the world's leading 
producer of green hydrogen by electrolysis in 2030 [3]. In this sense, the techno-economic 
analysis carried out in this thesis supports the idea that there is a clear need to combine 
renewable energy sources, in particular PV and CSP, to allow the deployment of large-
scale green hydrogen production that can position Chile as one of the most efficient and 
competitive producers of green hydrogen in the world. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

This thesis set out to assess the technical and economic feasibility of large-scale green 

hydrogen production based on a hybrid solar plant in the Atacama Desert, in northern 

Chile. For a better understanding of the potential benefits of integrating such technologies, 

it was also necessary to study the performance of the stand-alone plants and a grid-

connection via a PPA mechanism. The analysis of the different pathways was conducted 

by means of a simulation tool created for this thesis, which was based on PySAM, a 

Python interface that allowed to modify the source code of the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory's System Advisor Model (SAM). The main conclusions of this thesis were as 

follows: 

 

First, from an economic point of view, this thesis has identified that none of the solar 

hydrogen production pathways achieve costs lower than 2 (USD/kgH2) in the current 

scenario (2021). Therefore, it can be concluded that today it is impossible for green 

hydrogen to compete economically with fossil-based hydrogen production. This situation 

would change in the next decade (2030), when green hydrogen generation directly 

coupled to stand-alone PV would reach the lowest specific cost among the analyzed 

pathways (1.39 USD/kgH2). Furthermore, given certain favorable conditions, green 

hydrogen produced from hybrid solar plants and an alkaline electrolyzer could reach a 

cost of 1.90 USD/kgH2, i.e., within the range of fossil-fuel based hydrogen, its closest 

competitor.  

 

Second, the competitive range of costs that a hybrid solar plant could achieve in the next 

ten years demystifies the perception that CSP is too expensive as a renewable energy 

generation technology to produce hydrogen via electrolysis and the idea that PV and CSP 

are competing with each other. A hybridization of the two solar systems provides a reliable 

and more stable source of carbon-free electricity to produce hydrogen, which could reach 

a cost-competitive range in 2030, because the higher load factor of CSP over electrolysis 

(hence increasing the number of operating hours of the electrolyzers) offsets the 

investment costs of the project. 

 

Third, from a technical point of view, a hybrid solar plant offers complementary or added 

benefits such as greater stability and reliability in hydrogen production, as it is more 

flexible and less dependent on the daily and seasonal variation of the solar resource. 

Although stand-alone PV-based hydrogen production is the cheapest alternative, it may 

not provide the necessary volumes for some demand cases (around 218% less annual 

production than a hybrid solar plant). In contrast, a hybrid solar plant can produce not only 

greater amounts of electricity and hydrogen, but also avoid the emission of about 

220 ktCO2 more than a stand-alone PV plant per year, making it also a better 

environmental option. 
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Fourth, this thesis has shown that the ranking order of economic merit obtained in 

production changes when the specific cost of storing daily hydrogen production is 

analyzed. The lowest specific or unit cost of storage is achieved with a hybrid solar plant 

that stores hydrogen as a high-pressure gas (0.23 USD/kgH2). The latter is explained by 

the higher utilization of the electrolyzer, and therefore, the higher amortization of the 

investment in conditioning units and storage tanks for each kg of hydrogen produced. 

 

Moreover, the results of this study support the idea that a direct connection or coupling 

between an electrolyzer and a renewable generation plant is more cost-effective than an 

indirect connection via a PPA mechanism. Although an off-site PPA mechanism stabilizes 

the hydrogen production, the additional transmission charges make the cost of energy 

higher than a direct connection, making hydrogen production between 35% and 68% more 

expensive, depending on the solar technology. Additionally, an off-site solar PPA contract 

does not ensure that the energy consumed at the hydrogen production site is actually 

100% renewable and therefore that the hydrogen is effectively green.  

 

In conclusion, if each pathway is analyzed holistically, the hybridization of solar 
technologies would not only be feasible, but also imperative to achieve a balance between 
a competitive price (not necessarily the lowest) and greater potential for large-scale solar 
hydrogen production (vast amounts of hydrogen) compared to stand-alone technologies 
with comparable power rating in 2030. Dedicated green hydrogen projects from the 
combination of PV and CSP can leverage the advantages that each technology has 
separately, so it could be an auspicious alternative if it is judged on its merits, i.e., its value 
is better recognized, especially in one of the locations with the highest solar energy 
potential worldwide: the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. 
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6. Limitations and Outlook for Future Work 
 

The scope of this study was limited to the first four stages of the hydrogen value chain: 
energy source, production, conditioning and storage. Additionally, this study was limited 
to the production of pure green hydrogen, in liquid and gaseous state, but the study did 
not evaluate the use of another type of compound such as ammonia, synthetic methane 
or synthetic liquid fuels. An additional uncontrolled factor was the origin of the water used 
for the electrolysis process and its implications for water scarcity in northern Chile. Finally, 
it should be noted that the code generated for this thesis substantially improved the 
resolution of the SAM software for combining PV and CSP plants, as explained in the 
methodology. However, the new code does not achieve hourly resolution, i.e., the turbine 
can change nine times during the day, but not twenty-four, which would represent a perfect 
match between both solar technologies. 

 

In spite of its limitations, the insights gained from this study may be useful as an input for 
future research, investors and policy makers in Chile and the world, because although 
green hydrogen is becoming already a reality, there is still many uncertainties to produce 
green hydrogen at a more competitive cost and on a large scale. Another important 
practical implication is that the code developed for this thesis can be easily adapted and 
manipulated to evaluate different scenarios, locations and parameters of both combined 
and stand-alone technologies. 

 

These findings provide the following insights for future research: 

 

• A natural progression of this work is to analyze the stages of the green hydrogen 

value chain that were not considered for this study, such as transport and 

applications in end-use sectors. Additionally, it would be interesting to study the 

sale of by-product oxygen from electrolysis and the potential for reducing the 

specific cost of hydrogen production by electrolysis. 

 

• More broadly, research is also needed to determine optimal parameters through 

multi-objective optimization, which might be able to not only minimize costs, but 

also optimize water consumption, land use, electrolyzer utilization time, among 

other interesting aspects to be evaluated as a whole. 

 

• Future work should analyze in detail other forms of solar hydrogen production that 

can be integrated into CSP technology, such as solar hydrogen by high-

temperature electrolysis using solid oxide electrolyzers (SOEC) or also 

thermochemical water splitting. 
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• A further study could also assess the effects on the competitiveness of solar 

hydrogen production if carbon taxes are increased. That is, to impose a high annual 

tax on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into the air that are produced during 

electricity generation and also in steam methane reforming (SMR), which is 

currently prevalent for hydrogen production in the industrial sector. 

 

• Due to the constant changes the hydrogen industry is facing, further research 

should be undertaken to explore how the main drivers of the levelized cost of 

hydrogen will vary according to updated reports. For example, faster progress in 

cost reduction of PV technologies, CSP, electrolyzers or higher efficiency in their 

performance. It is recommended to follow the information published by leading 

institutions such as the International Energy Agency (IEA), the International 

Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) or the Hydrogen Council. 
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Annexes 
 

Annexed A. Python code – Stand-alone PV  

1. # # **1. PVWatts 100MW - Single Owner** 
2.   
3. import pandas as pd 
4. import numpy as np 
5. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
6. get_ipython().run_line_magic('matplotlib', 'inline') 
7.   
8. # **1.1   Model Initialization** 
9.   
10. import PySAM.Pvwattsv7 as pv 
11. import PySAM.Singleowner as so 
12. system_model = pv.default('PVWattsSingleOwner') 
13.   
14. # **1.2   SystemDesign Group** 
15.   
16. system_model.SystemDesign.system_capacity=100000 #kW 
17. system_model.SystemDesign.module_type=1 
18. system_model.SystemDesign.array_type=3 
19. system_model.SystemDesign.tilt=0 
20. system_model.SystemDesign.azimuth=0 
21.   
22. # **1.3   SolarResource Group** 
23.   
24. system_model.SolarResource.solar_resource_file="Antofagasta.csv" 
25.   
26. # **1.4.   Outputs Group** 
27.   
28. system_model.execute() 
29. gen_pv=np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc)/1000 
30. month_pv=system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly 
31.   
32. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'gen_pv') 
33. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'month_pv') 
34.   
35. # **CF - PV** 
36.   
37. system_model.Outputs.capacity_factor 
38. gen_pv_limit=np.array(gen_pv) 
39. for i in range(0,8760): 
40.   if (gen_pv_limit[i]<100000*0.1): 
41.     gen_pv_limit[i]=0 
42.   
43. # **CF - ALK - PV** 
44.   
45. CF_pv_alk=sum(gen_pv_limit)/(100000*8760) 
46. CF_pv_alk 
47.   
48. # **CF - PEM - PV** 
49.   
50. CF_pv_PEM=sum(gen_pv)/(100000*8760) 
51. CF_pv_PEM 
52.   
53. def LCOE_pv(d,Module,Balance,Land_prep,Installation_labor,Contingency,percent_opex): 
54.     Sum1=0 
55.     Sum2=0 
56.     t=0.07 
57.     for i in range(1,31): 
58.         Sum1 = Sum1 + (((1-d)**i)/((1+t)**i)) 
59.         Sum2 = Sum2 + (1/((1+t)**i)) 
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60.     Production_pv=sum(gen_pv) 
61.     CAPEX= ((Module + Installation_labor+Balance)*Contingency + 

Land_prep)*system_model.SystemDesign.system_capacity*1000 
62.     OPEX=percent_opex*CAPEX 
63.     LCOE_pv=((CAPEX+OPEX*Sum2)/(Production_pv*Sum1))*1000 
64.     return LCOE_pv 
65.   
66. # **LCOE 2021** 
67.   
68. LCOE_pv_2021=LCOE_pv(0.7/100,0.41,0.2,0.02,0.11,101/100,2/100) #USD/MWh 
69. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'LCOE_pv_2021') 
70. LCOE_pv_2021 
71.   
72. # **LCOE 2030** 
73.   
74. LCOE_pv_2030=LCOE_pv(0.5/100,0.17,0.1,0.01,0.11,101/100,1/100) #USD/MWh 
75. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'LCOE_pv_2030') 
76. LCOE_pv_2030 
77.   
78. def LCOH(I,LCOE,f_p,eff,stack_lifetime=90000,percent_remp=0.4): 
79.     P_inst=100 #Installed power of the electrolyser [MW] 
80.     i=0.07 
81.     h=8760 #Hours in a year 
82.     N_rep=stack_lifetime/(f_p*h) 
83.     I=I+I*percent_remp*(1-i)**N_rep 
84.     n=30 
85.     FRC=(i*((1+i)**n))/(((1+i)**n)-1)  #Capital Recovery Factor 
86.     M=0.017 #Maintenance cost function as a percentage of investment, dependent on plant 

factor 
87.     Q_h2=20.3 #Hydrogen production capacity [kg/h] 
88.     Q_H2O=0.017  #Amount of water consumed [m3/kg of hydrogen] 
89.     P_H2O=1.4 #Water price [USD/m3] 
90.     Q_e=33.3/eff  #Amount of electricity consumed [kWh/kg of hydrogen]  
91.     P_e=LCOE 
92.     Q_O2=7.8 #Sale of oxygen taking into account the quantity produced [kgO2/kg of hydrogen] 

(optional term) 
93.     P_O2=0.03 #Selling price of oxygen [USD/kgO2] (optional term) 
94.     #LCOH_2 = P_inst*I*((FRC+M)/(h*f_p*Q_h2))+Q_H2O*P_H2O+Q_e*P_e-Q_O2*P_O2 
95.     LCOH = I*(FRC+M)*33.3/(h*f_p*eff)+Q_H2O*P_H2O+Q_e*P_e 
96.     Water=Q_H2O*P_H2O 
97.     Electricity=Q_e*P_e 
98.     Electrolysis=I*(FRC+M)*33.3/(h*f_p*eff) 
99.      
100.     return(LCOH,Water,Electricity,Electrolysis) 
101.   
102. # **LCOH - PV - ALK - 2021** 
103.   
104. LCOH_pv_alk_2021=LCOH(500,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.63,100000)[0] 
105. LCOH_pv_alk_2021 
106.   
107. # **LCOH - PV - PEM - 2021** 
108.   
109. LCOH_pv_PEM_2021=LCOH(1100,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_PEM,0.56)[0] 
110. LCOH_pv_PEM_2021 
111.   
112. # **LCOH - PV - ALK - 2030** 
113.   
114. LCOH_pv_alk_2030=LCOH(400,LCOE_pv_2030/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.65,100000,0.15)[0] 
115. LCOH_pv_alk_2030 
116.   
117. # **LCOH - PV - PEM - 2030** 
118.   
119. LCOH_pv_PEM_2030=LCOH(650,LCOE_pv_2030/1000,CF_pv_PEM,0.63,percent_remp=0.2)[0] 
120. LCOH_pv_PEM_2030 
121.   
122. labels = ['PV-ALK-2021',"PV-PEM-2021","PV-ALK-2030","PV-PEM-2030"] 
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123. W = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.63,100000)[1],LCOH(1100,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_PEM,
0.56)[1],LCOH(400,LCOE_pv_2030/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.65,100000,0.15)[1],LCOH(650,LCOE_pv_2030/100
0,CF_pv_PEM,0.63,percent_remp=0.2)[1]] 

124. Electri = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.63,100000)[2],LCOH(1100,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_PEM,
0.56)[2],LCOH(400,LCOE_pv_2030/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.65,100000,0.15)[2],LCOH(650,LCOE_pv_2030/100
0,CF_pv_PEM,0.63,percent_remp=0.2)[2]] 

125. Electro = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.63,100000)[3],LCOH(1100,LCOE_pv_2021/1000,CF_pv_PEM,
0.56)[3],LCOH(400,LCOE_pv_2030/1000,CF_pv_alk,0.65,100000,0.15)[3],LCOH(650,LCOE_pv_2030/100
0,CF_pv_PEM,0.63,percent_remp=0.2)[3]] 

126. width = 0.5       # the width of the bars: can also be len(x) sequence 
127.   
128. fig, ax = plt.subplots() 
129.   
130. bars = np.add(Electri, Electro).tolist() 
131.   
132. ax.bar(labels, Electri, width, label='Electricity') 
133. ax.bar(labels, Electro, width, bottom=Electri,label='Electrolysis') 
134. ax.bar(labels, W, width, bottom=bars,label='Water') 
135. ax.legend() 
136.   
137. ax.set_ylabel("USD/kg") 
138. #ax.set_title('Levelised Cost of Hydrogen - PV') 
139.   
140. #ax.bar(labels, women_means, width, bottom=men_means,label='Women') 
141.   
142. i=3 
143. Agua=W[i]*100/(W[i]+Electri[i]+Electro[i]) 
144. Agua 
145.   
146. Electricidad=Electri[i]*100/(W[i]+Electri[i]+Electro[i]) 
147. Electricidad 
148.   
149. Electrolizador=Electro[i]*100/(W[i]+Electri[i]+Electro[i]) 
150. Electrolizador 
151.   
152. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(10, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
153. ax.plot(pd.date_range(start='1/1/2021', end='01/01/2022',periods=8760),gen_pv) 
154. ax.set_ylabel('kW') 
155. ax.set_xlabel('Days of the year') 
156. fig.autofmt_xdate() 
157.   
158. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
159. eff_PEM=0.56 
160. eff_ALK=0.63 
161. df1=pd.DataFrame(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)) 
162. df1["PEM"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 6.4))*(LHV/eff_PEM) 
163. df1["Liq"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 6.4))*6.4 
164. df1["Alk"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 6.4))*(LHV/eff_ALK) 
165. df1["Liq1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 6.4))*6.4 
166. df1["PEM1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 1.05))*(LHV/eff_PEM) 
167. df1["Comp"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 1.05))*1.05 
168. df1["Alk1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 1.05))*(LHV/eff_ALK) 
169. df1["Comp1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 1.05))*1.05 
170.   
171. Months=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sept","Oct","Nov","Dec"] 
172. df1.index=Months 
173. df1.columns=["Energy", "PEM","Liq","Alk","Liq1","PEM1","Comp","Alk1","Comp1"] 
174.   
175. x=range(12) 
176. fig, ax = plt.subplots(2, 2,constrained_layout=False) 
177. fig.set_size_inches(15, 10) 
178.   
179. ax[0, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
180.        height=df1["PEM"], 
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181.        label='PEM', 
182.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
183.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
184. ax[0, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
185.        height=df1["Liq"], 
186.        bottom=df1["PEM"], 
187.        label='Liq', 
188.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center', 
189.         color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
190. ax[0, 0].set_ylabel('kWh') 
191. #ax[0, 0].set_xlabel('Months') 
192. #ax[0, 0].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
193. ax[0, 0].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
194. ax[0, 0].set_xticklabels(Months) 
195. ax[0, 0].set_xticks(range(12)) 
196. ax[0, 0].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
197.   
198. ax[0, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
199.        height=df1["Alk"], 
200.        label='Alk', 
201.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center', 
202.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
203. ax[0, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
204.        height=df1["Liq1"], 
205.        bottom=df1["Alk"], 
206.        label='Liq', 
207.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
208.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
209. ax[0, 1].set_ylabel('kWh') 
210. #ax[0, 1].set_xlabel('Months') 
211. #ax[0, 1].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
212. ax[0, 1].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
213. ax[0, 1].set_xticklabels(Months) 
214. ax[0, 1].set_xticks(x) 
215. ax[0, 1].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
216.   
217. ax[1, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
218.        height=df1["PEM1"], 
219.        label='PEM', 
220.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
221.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
222. ax[1, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
223.        height=df1["Comp"], 
224.        bottom=df1["PEM1"], 
225.        label='Comp', 
226.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
227.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
228. ax[1, 0].set_ylabel('kWh') 
229. #ax[1, 0].set_xlabel('Months') 
230. #ax[1, 0].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
231. ax[1, 0].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
232. ax[1, 0].set_xticklabels(Months) 
233. ax[1, 0].set_xticks(x) 
234. ax[1, 0].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
235.   
236. ax[1, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
237.        height=df1["Alk1"], 
238.        label='Alk', 
239.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
240.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
241. ax[1, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
242.        height=df1["Comp1"], 
243.        bottom=df1["Alk1"], 
244.        label='Comp', 
245.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
246.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
247. ax[1, 1].set_ylabel('kWh') 
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248. #ax[1, 1].set_xlabel('Months') 
249. #ax[1, 1].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
250. ax[1, 1].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
251. ax[1, 1].set_xticklabels(Months) 
252. ax[1, 1].set_xticks(x) 
253. ax[1, 1].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
254.   
255. #2021 
256. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
257. eff_PEM=0.56 
258. eff_ALK=0.63 
259. H2_PEM_Liq=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_PEM+6.4))*(1/1000) 
260. H2_PEM_Comp=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_PEM+1.05))*(1/1000) 
261. H2_Alk_Liq=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_ALK+6.4))*(1/1000) 
262. H2_Alk_Comp=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_ALK+1.05))*(1/1000) 
263.   
264. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
265. y=np.arange(12) 
266. width1 = 0.2 
267. ax.bar(y - 1.5*width1,  
268.        height=H2_PEM_Liq, 
269.        label="PEM - Liq", 
270.        width=0.2, color="#4059AD");  
271.   
272. ax.bar(y +1.5*width1,  
273.        height=H2_PEM_Comp, 
274.        label='PEM - Comp', 
275.        width=0.2,color="#6B9AC4");  
276.   
277. ax.bar(y-0.5*width1,  
278.        height=H2_Alk_Liq, 
279.        label='Alk - Liq', 
280.        width=0.2,color="#97D8C4");  
281.   
282. ax.bar(y + 0.5*width1, 
283.        height=H2_Alk_Comp, 
284.        label='Alk - Comp', 
285.        width=0.2, color="#F4B942");  
286.         
287. ax.set_ylabel('Tons of hydrogen') 
288. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
289. #ax.set_title('Monthly Hydrogen Production 2021') 
290. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=4, bbox_to_anchor=(1, 0.1)) 
291. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
292. ax.set_xticks(y) 
293. ax.grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
294.   
295. #2030 
296. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
297. eff_PEM=0.63 
298. eff_ALK=0.65 
299. H2_PEM_Liq=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_PEM+6.4))*(1/1000) 
300. H2_PEM_Comp=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_PEM+1.05))*(1/1000) 
301. H2_Alk_Liq=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_ALK+6.4))*(1/1000) 
302. H2_Alk_Comp=(np.array(system_model.Outputs.dc_monthly)/(LHV/eff_ALK+1.05))*(1/1000) 
303.   
304. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
305. y=np.arange(12) 
306. width1 = 0.2 
307. ax.bar(y - 1.5*width1, 
308.        height=H2_PEM_Liq, 
309.        label="PEM - Liq", 
310.        width=0.2,color="#4059AD");  
311.   
312. ax.bar(y +1.5*width1, 
313.        height=H2_PEM_Comp, 
314.        label='PEM - Comp', 
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315.        width=0.2,color="#6B9AC4");  
316.   
317. ax.bar(y-0.5*width1,  
318.        height=H2_Alk_Liq, 
319.        label='Alk - Liq', 
320.        width=0.2,color="#97D8C4");  
321.   
322. ax.bar(y + 0.5*width1, 
323.        height=H2_Alk_Comp, 
324.        label='Alk - Comp', 
325.        width=0.2,color="#F4B942");  
326.         
327. ax.set_ylabel('Tons of hydrogen') 
328. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
329. #ax.set_title('Monthly Hydrogen Production 2030') 
330. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=4, bbox_to_anchor=(1, 0.1)) 
331. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
332. ax.set_xticks(y) 
333. ax.grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
334.   
335. day_prod=(sum(gen_pv)/365)*0.63/33.3 
336.   
337. flow_max=gen_pv.max()*0.63/33.3 
338.   
339. #Compressed hydrogen gas storage system 
340.   
341. i=0.07 
342. n_conversion=15 
343. n_storage=20 
344.   
345. FRC_conversion=(i*((1+i)**n_conversion))/(((1+i)**n_conversion)-1) 
346. FRC_storage=(i*((1+i)**n_storage))/(((1+i)**n_storage)-1) 
347.   
348. M_storage=2/100 
349. M_conversion=4/100 
350.   
351. storage_module=500*day_prod*((FRC_storage+M_storage)/(sum(gen_pv_limit)*0.63/33.3))  #USD 
352. conversion_module=3900*flow_max*1.05*((FRC_conversion+M_conversion)/(sum(gen_pv_limit)*0.6

3/33.3)) 
353.   
354. GH2=storage_module+conversion_module 
355.   
356. #Liquid hydrogen 
357.   
358. i=0.07 
359. n_conversion=20 
360. n_storage=20 
361.   
362. FRC_conversion=(i*((1+i)**n_conversion))/(((1+i)**n_conversion)-1) 
363. FRC_storage=(i*((1+i)**n_storage))/(((1+i)**n_storage)-1) 
364.   
365. M_storage=2/100 
366. M_conversion=8/100 
367.   
368. storage_module=90*day_prod*((FRC_storage+M_storage)/(sum(gen_pv_limit)*0.63/33.3))  #USD 
369. conversion_module=50000*flow_max*((FRC_conversion+M_conversion)/(sum(gen_pv_limit)*0.63/33

.3)) 
370. LH2=storage_module+conversion_module 
371.   
372. LCOH_pv_PPA_2021=LCOH(500,54.7/1000,0.42,0.63,100000)[0] 
373. LCOH_pv_PPA_2021 
374.   
375. LCOH_pv_PPA_2030=LCOH(400,38.7/1000,0.42,0.65,100000,0.15)[0] 
376. LCOH_pv_PPA_2030 
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Annexed B. Python code – Stand-alone CSP 

 

1. # # **2. Power Tower Molten Salt 100MW - Single Owner** 
2.   
3. import pandas as pd 
4. import numpy as np 
5. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
6. import math 
7. get_ipython().run_line_magic('matplotlib', 'inline') 
8.   
9. # **2.1   Model Initialization** 
10.   
11. import PySAM.Solarpilot as sp 
12. import PySAM.TcsmoltenSalt as tcs 
13. system_model_csp = tcs.default('MSPTSingleOwner') 
14.   
15. # **2.2   SystemDesign Group** 
16.   
17. P_ref=111 #[MW] 
18. Cycle_th_eff=0.412 
19. S_M=3 
20. Cycle_th_P=P_ref/Cycle_th_eff 
21. tshours=15 
22. system_model_csp.SystemDesign.P_ref=P_ref 
23. system_model_csp.SystemDesign.solarm=S_M 
24.   
25. model_opt1=sp.from_existing(system_model_csp) 
26. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_optical_error=0.00153 
27. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.q_design=round(S_M*Cycle_th_P) 
28. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.rec_aspect=21.6029/17.65 
29. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.solar_resource_file="Antofagasta.csv" 
30. model_opt1.execute() 
31.   
32. system_model_csp.SystemDesign.tshours=tshours 
33. system_model_csp.HeliostatField.helio_positions=model_opt1.Outputs.heliostat_positions 
34. system_model_csp.TowerAndReceiver.h_tower=model_opt1.Outputs.h_tower_opt 
35. system_model_csp.TowerAndReceiver.rec_height=model_opt1.Outputs.rec_height_opt 
36. system_model_csp.HeliostatField.N_hel=model_opt1.Outputs.number_heliostats 
37. system_model_csp.TowerAndReceiver.D_rec=model_opt1.Outputs.rec_height_opt/model_opt1.Outputs

.rec_aspect_opt 
38. #system_model_csp.HeliostatField.A_sf_in=model_opt1.Outputs.area_sf 
39. system_model_csp.HeliostatField.A_sf_in=model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_width*model_opt1.SolarPI

LOT.dens_mirror*model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_height*model_opt1.Outputs.number_heliostats 
40.   
41. system_model_csp.SystemControl.f_turb_tou_periods=(1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 

1.0) 
42. system_model_csp.SystemControl.weekday_schedule=12*[list(np.ones(24))] 
43. system_model_csp.SystemControl.weekend_schedule=12*[list(np.ones(24))] 
44.   
45. # **2.3   SolarResource Group** 
46.   
47. system_model_csp.SolarResource.solar_resource_file="Antofagasta.csv" 
48.   
49. # **2.4 Outputs Group** 
50.   
51. system_model_csp.execute() 
52.   
53. # **CF - CSP** 
54.   
55. print(system_model_csp.Outputs.capacity_factor) 
56.   
57. prod=list(np.array(system_model_csp.Outputs.gen)*0.96) 
58.   
59. for i in range(0,8760): 
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60.     if (prod[i]>100000): 
61.         prod[i]=100000 
62.   
63. # **CF - ELECT - CSP** 
64.   
65. CF_elect_csp=sum(prod)/(8760*0.9*111000) 
66. CF_elect_csp 
67.   
68. gen_csp_limit=prod 
69.   
70. for i in range(0,8760): 
71.     if (gen_csp_limit[i]<100000*0.1): 
72.         gen_csp_limit[i]=0 
73.              
74. CF_elect_csp_alk=sum(gen_csp_limit)/(8760*0.9*111000) 
75.   
76. def 

LCOE_csp(d1,Site_prep,Solar_field,Fixed_tower_cost,Receiver_reference_cost,TES,Power_block,C
ontigencies,OM_fix,OM_var): 

77.     Sum1=0 
78.     Sum2=0 
79.     t1=7/100 
80.     for i in range(1,41): 
81.         Sum1 = Sum1 + (((1-d1)**i)/((1+t1)**i)) 
82.         Sum2 = Sum2 + (1/((1+t1)**i)) 
83.     Production_csp=system_model_csp.Outputs.annual_energy 
84.     Site_prep=Site_prep*system_model_csp.HeliostatField.A_sf_in 
85.     Solar_field=Solar_field*system_model_csp.HeliostatField.A_sf_in 
86.     Fixed_tower_cost=Fixed_tower_cost 
87.     Tower_scaling_exp=0.0113 
88.     Total_tower_cost=Fixed_tower_cost*math.exp(Tower_scaling_exp*(system_model_csp.TowerAndR

eceiver.h_tower-
system_model_csp.TowerAndReceiver.rec_height/2+model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_height/2)) 

89.     Receiver_reference_cost=Receiver_reference_cost 
90.     Receiver_area=math.pi*system_model_csp.TowerAndReceiver.D_rec*system_model_csp.TowerAndR

eceiver.rec_height 
91.     Receiver_reference_area=1571 
92.     Receiver_scaling_exponent=0.7 
93.     Solar_receiver=Receiver_reference_cost*(Receiver_area/Receiver_reference_area)**Receiver

_scaling_exponent 
94.     #TES Thermal Capacity = Hours of Storage at Power Cycle Full Load × Cycle Thermal Input 

Power at Design 
95.     #Cycle Thermal Power (MWt) = Design Turbine Gross Output (MWe) ÷ Cycle Thermal 

Efficiency 
96.     Storage_capacity=(tshours*1000*P_ref)/Cycle_th_eff 
97.     TES=TES*Storage_capacity 
98.     #Balance_of_plant=290.00 
99.     #Power_cycle_cost=1040.00 
100.     #Power_block=(Balance_of_plant+Power_cycle_cost)*1000*P_ref 
101.     Power_block=Power_block*1000*P_ref 
102.     #Contigencies=5% 
103.   
104.     CAPEX1=(Site_prep+Solar_field+Total_tower_cost+Solar_receiver+TES+Power_block)*Contige

ncies 
105.   
106.     OPEX1=OM_fix*P_ref*1000+OM_var*Production_csp*(1/1000) 
107.   
108.     LCOE_csp_standalone=((CAPEX1+OPEX1*Sum2)/(Production_csp*Sum1))*1000 
109.     return(LCOE_csp_standalone) 
110.   
111. # **LCOE 2021** 
112.   
113. LCOE_csp_standalone_2021=LCOE_csp(0.2/100,16.00,140,3000000.00,103000000.00,22,1330,105/10

0,66,3.5) 
114. LCOE_csp_standalone_2021 
115.   
116. # **LCOE 2030** 
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117.   
118. LCOE_csp_standalone_2030=LCOE_csp(0.1/100,10,50,2189781,75182481.75,10,700,102/100,44,2.3) 
119. LCOE_csp_standalone_2030 
120.   
121. def LCOH(I,LCOE,f_p,eff,stack_lifetime=90000,percent_remp=0.4): 
122.     P_inst=100 #Installed power of the electrolyser [MW] 
123.     i=0.07 
124.     h=8760 #Hours in a year 
125.     N_rep=stack_lifetime/(f_p*h) 
126.     I=I+I*percent_remp*(1-i)**N_rep 
127.     n=30 
128.     FRC=(i*((1+i)**n))/(((1+i)**n)-1)  #Capital Recovery Factor 
129.     M=0.05 #Maintenance cost function as a percentage of investment, dependent on plant 

factor 
130.     Q_h2=20.3 #Hydrogen production capacity [kg/h] 
131.     Q_H2O=0.017  #Amount of water consumed [m3/kg of hydrogen] 
132.     P_H2O=1.4 #Water price [USD/m3] 
133.     Q_e=33.3/eff  #Amount of electricity consumed [kWh/kg of hydrogen] 
134.     P_e=LCOE 
135.     Q_O2=7.8 #Sale of oxygen taking into account the quantity produced [kgO2/kg of 

hydrogen] (optional term) 
136.     P_O2=0.03 #Selling price of oxygen [USD/kgO2] (optional term) 
137.     LCOH = I*(FRC+M)*33.3/(h*f_p*eff)+Q_H2O*P_H2O+Q_e*P_e 
138.      
139.     Water=Q_H2O*P_H2O 
140.     Electricity=Q_e*P_e 
141.     Electrolysis=I*(FRC+M)*33.3/(h*f_p*eff) 
142.     return(LCOH,Water,Electricity,Electrolysis) 
143.   
144. # **LCOH - CSP - ALK - 2021** 
145.   
146. LCOH_csp_alk_2021=LCOH(500,LCOE_csp_standalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp_alk,0.7,100000)[0] 
147. LCOH_csp_alk_2021 
148.   
149. # **LCOH - CSP - PEM - 2021** 
150.   
151. LCOH_csp_PEM_2021=LCOH(1100,LCOE_csp_standalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.6)[0] 
152. LCOH_csp_PEM_2021 
153.   
154. # **LCOH - CSP - ALK - 2030** 
155.   
156. LCOH_csp_alk_2030=LCOH(400,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp_alk,0.71,100000,0.15

)[0] 
157. LCOH_csp_alk_2030 
158.   
159. # **LCOH - CSP - PEM - 2030** 
160.   
161. LCOH_csp_PEM_2030=LCOH(650,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.68,percent_remp=0.

15)[0] 
162. LCOH_csp_PEM_2030 
163.   
164. LCOH_CSP_PPA_2021=LCOH(500,84.7/1000,1,0.63,100000)[0] 
165. LCOH_CSP_PPA_2021 
166.   
167. LCOH_pv_PPA_2030=LCOH(400,58.7/1000,1,0.65,100000,0.15)[0] 
168. LCOH_pv_PPA_2030 
169.   
170. labels = ['CSP-ALK-2021',"CSP-PEM-2021","CSP-ALK-2030","CSP-PEM-2030"] 
171. W = 

[LCOH(500,LCOE_csp_standalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.63,100000)[1],LCOH(1100,LCOE_csp_stan
dalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.56)[1],LCOH(400,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0
.65,100000,0.15)[1],LCOH(650,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.63,percent_remp=0.
15)[1]] 

172. Electri = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_csp_standalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.63,100000)[2],LCOH(1100,LCOE_csp_stan
dalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.56)[2],LCOH(400,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0
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.65,100000,0.15)[2],LCOH(650,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.63,percent_remp=0.
15)[2]] 

173. Electro = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_csp_standalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.63,100000)[3],LCOH(1100,LCOE_csp_stan
dalone_2021/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.56)[3],LCOH(400,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0
.65,100000,0.15)[3],LCOH(650,LCOE_csp_standalone_2030/1000,CF_elect_csp,0.63,percent_remp=0.
15)[3]] 

174. width = 0.5       # the width of the bars: can also be len(x) sequence 
175.   
176. fig, ax = plt.subplots() 
177.   
178. bars = np.add(Electri, Electro).tolist() 
179.   
180. ax.bar(labels, Electri, width, label='Electricity') 
181. ax.bar(labels, Electro, width, bottom=Electri,label='Electrolysis') 
182. ax.bar(labels, W, width, bottom=bars,label='Water') 
183. ax.legend() 
184.   
185. ax.set_ylabel("USD/kg") 
186. #ax.set_title('Levelised Cost of Hydrogen - CSP') 
187. #ax.bar(labels, women_means, width, bottom=men_means,label='Women') 
188.   
189. i=3 
190. Agua=W[i]*100/(W[i]+Electri[i]+Electro[i]) 
191. Agua 
192.   
193. Electricidad=Electri[i]*100/(W[i]+Electri[i]+Electro[i]) 
194. Electricidad 
195.   
196. Electrolizador=Electro[i]*100/(W[i]+Electri[i]+Electro[i]) 
197. Electrolizador 
198.   
199. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
200.   
201. ax.plot(pd.date_range(start='1/1/2021', 

end='01/01/2022',periods=8760),prod,c="tab:orange") 
202. ax.set_ylabel('kW') 
203. ax.set_xlabel('Hours of the year') 
204. #ax.set_title('Hourly energy generated by the CSP system and hydrogen production') 
205. #ax.legend(loc=2, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.7, 0.2)) 
206. fig.autofmt_xdate() 
207. #ax2 = ax.twinx() 
208. #ax2.set_ylabel('kg/h')  # we already handled the x-label with ax1 
209. #ax2.plot(pd.date_range(start='1/1/2021', 

end='01/01/2022',periods=8760),np.array(prod)*0.7/33.3,label='Hydrogen',c="tab:orange") 
210.   
211. gen_csp=list(np.array(system_model_csp.Outputs.gen)*0.96) 
212. Sum_Enero=sum(gen_csp[0:744]) 
213. Sum_Febrero=sum(gen_csp[744:1416]) 
214. Sum_Marzo=sum(gen_csp[1416:2160]) 
215. Sum_Abril=sum(gen_csp[2160:2880]) 
216. Sum_Mayo=sum(gen_csp[2880:3624]) 
217. Sum_Junio=sum(gen_csp[3624:4344]) 
218. Sum_Julio=sum(gen_csp[4344:5088]) 
219. Sum_Agosto=sum(gen_csp[5088:5832]) 
220. Sum_Septiembre=sum(gen_csp[5832:6552]) 
221. Sum_Octubre=sum(gen_csp[6552:7296]) 
222. Sum_Noviembre=sum(gen_csp[7296:8016]) 
223. Sum_Diciembre=sum(gen_csp[8016:8760]) 
224.   
225. Production =[Sum_Enero, Sum_Febrero, Sum_Marzo, Sum_Abril, Sum_Mayo, Sum_Junio, Sum_Julio, 

Sum_Agosto, Sum_Septiembre, Sum_Octubre, Sum_Noviembre,Sum_Diciembre] 
226.   
227. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
228. eff_PEM=0.56 
229. eff_ALK=0.63 
230.   
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231. df1=pd.DataFrame(Production) 
232. df1["PEM"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 6.4))*(LHV/eff_PEM) 
233. df1["Liq"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 6.4))*6.4 
234. df1["Alk"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 6.4))*(LHV/eff_ALK) 
235. df1["Liq1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 6.4))*6.4 
236. df1["PEM1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 1.05))*(LHV/eff_PEM) 
237. df1["Comp"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 1.05))*1.05 
238. df1["Alk1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 1.05))*(LHV/eff_ALK) 
239. df1["Comp1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 1.05))*1.05 
240.   
241. Months=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sept","Oct","Nov","Dec"] 
242. df1.index=Months 
243. df1.columns=["Energy", "PEM","Liq","Alk","Liq1","PEM1","Comp","Alk1","Comp1"] 
244.   
245. x=range(12) 
246. fig, ax = plt.subplots(2, 2, constrained_layout=False) 
247.   
248. fig.set_size_inches(15, 10) 
249.   
250. ax[0, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
251.        height=df1["PEM"], 
252.        label='PEM', 
253.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
254.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
255. ax[0, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
256.        height=df1["Liq"], 
257.        bottom=df1["PEM"], 
258.        label='Liq', 
259.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
260.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
261. ax[0, 0].set_ylabel('kWh') 
262. #ax[0, 0].set_xlabel('Months') 
263. #ax[0, 0].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
264. ax[0, 0].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
265. ax[0, 0].set_xticklabels(Months) 
266. ax[0, 0].set_xticks(range(12)) 
267. ax[0, 0].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
268.   
269. ax[0, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
270.        height=df1["Alk"], 
271.        label='Alk', 
272.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
273.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
274. ax[0, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
275.        height=df1["Liq1"], 
276.        bottom=df1["Alk"], 
277.        label='Liq', 
278.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
279.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
280. ax[0, 1].set_ylabel('kWh') 
281. #ax[0, 1].set_xlabel('Months') 
282. #ax[0, 1].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
283. ax[0, 1].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
284. ax[0, 1].set_xticklabels(Months) 
285. ax[0, 1].set_xticks(x) 
286. ax[0, 1].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
287.   
288. ax[1, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
289.        height=df1["PEM1"], 
290.        label='PEM', 
291.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
292.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
293. ax[1, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
294.        height=df1["Comp"], 
295.        bottom=df1["PEM1"], 
296.        label='Comp', 
297.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
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298.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
299. ax[1, 0].set_ylabel('kWh') 
300. #ax[1, 0].set_xlabel('Months') 
301. #ax[1, 0].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
302. ax[1, 0].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
303. ax[1, 0].set_xticklabels(Months) 
304. ax[1, 0].set_xticks(x) 
305. ax[1, 0].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
306.   
307. ax[1, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
308.        height=df1["Alk1"], 
309.        label='Alk', 
310.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
311.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
312. ax[1, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
313.        height=df1["Comp1"], 
314.        bottom=df1["Alk1"], 
315.        label='Comp', 
316.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
317.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
318. ax[1, 1].set_ylabel('kWh') 
319. #ax[1, 1].set_xlabel('Months') 
320. #ax[1, 1].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
321. ax[1, 1].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.65, 1)) 
322. ax[1, 1].set_xticklabels(Months) 
323. ax[1, 1].set_xticks(x) 
324. ax[1, 1].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
325.   
326. #2021 
327. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
328. eff_PEM=0.56 
329. eff_ALK=0.63 
330. H2_PEM_Liq=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_PEM+6.4))*(1/1000) 
331. H2_PEM_Comp=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_PEM+1.05))*(1/1000) 
332. H2_Alk_Liq=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_ALK+6.4))*(1/1000) 
333. H2_Alk_Comp=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_ALK+1.05))*(1/1000) 
334.   
335. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
336. y=np.arange(12) 
337. width1 = 0.2 
338. ax.bar(y - 1.5*width1, 
339.        height=H2_PEM_Liq, 
340.        label="PEM - Liq", 
341.        width=0.2, color="#4059AD");  
342.   
343. ax.bar(y +1.5*width1,  
344.        height=H2_PEM_Comp, 
345.        label='PEM - Comp', 
346.        width=0.2,color="#6B9AC4");  
347.   
348. ax.bar(y-0.5*width1,  
349.        height=H2_Alk_Liq, 
350.        label='Alk - Liq', 
351.        width=0.2,color="#97D8C4");  
352.   
353. ax.bar(y + 0.5*width1,  
354.        height=H2_Alk_Comp, 
355.        label='Alk - Comp', 
356.        width=0.2, color="#F4B942");  
357.         
358. ax.set_ylabel('Tons of hydrogen') 
359. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
360. #ax.set_title('Monthly Hydrogen Production 2021') 
361. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=4, bbox_to_anchor=(1, 0.1)) 
362. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
363. ax.set_xticks(y) 
364. ax.grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
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365.   
366. #2030 
367. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
368. eff_PEM=0.63 
369. eff_ALK=0.65 
370. H2_PEM_Liq=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_PEM+6.4))*(1/1000) 
371. H2_PEM_Comp=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_PEM+1.05))*(1/1000) 
372. H2_Alk_Liq=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_ALK+6.4))*(1/1000) 
373. H2_Alk_Comp=(np.array(Production)/(LHV/eff_ALK+1.05))*(1/1000) 
374.   
375. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
376. y=np.arange(12) 
377. width1 = 0.2 
378. ax.bar(y - 1.5*width1,  
379.        height=H2_PEM_Liq, 
380.        label="PEM - Liq", 
381.        width=0.2, color="#4059AD");  
382.   
383. ax.bar(y +1.5*width1,  
384.        height=H2_PEM_Comp, 
385.        label='PEM - Comp', 
386.        width=0.2,color="#6B9AC4");  
387.   
388. ax.bar(y-0.5*width1,  
389.        height=H2_Alk_Liq, 
390.        label='Alk - Liq', 
391.        width=0.2,color="#97D8C4");  
392.   
393. ax.bar(y + 0.5*width1,  
394.        height=H2_Alk_Comp, 
395.        label='Alk - Comp', 
396.        width=0.2, color="#F4B942");  
397.         
398. ax.set_ylabel('Tons of hydrogen') 
399. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
400. #ax.set_title('Monthly Hydrogen Production 2021') 
401. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=4, bbox_to_anchor=(1, 0.1)) 
402. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
403. ax.set_xticks(y) 
404. ax.grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
405.   
406. day_prod=(sum(prod)/365)*0.63/33.3 
407. flow_max=np.array(prod).max()*0.63/33.3 
408.   
409. #Compressed hydrogen gas storage system 
410.   
411. i=0.07 
412. n_conversion=15 
413. n_storage=20 
414.   
415. FRC_conversion=(i*((1+i)**n_conversion))/(((1+i)**n_conversion)-1) 
416. FRC_storage=(i*((1+i)**n_storage))/(((1+i)**n_storage)-1) 
417.   
418. M_storage=2/100 
419. M_conversion=4/100 
420.   
421. storage_module=500*day_prod*((FRC_storage+M_storage)/(sum(prod)*0.63/33.3))  #USD 
422. conversion_module=3900*flow_max*1.05*((FRC_conversion+M_conversion)/(sum(prod)*0.63/33.3)) 
423.   
424. GH2=storage_module+conversion_module 
425.   
426. #Liquid hydrogen 
427.   
428. i=0.07 
429. n_conversion=20 
430. n_storage=20 
431.   
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432. FRC_conversion=(i*((1+i)**n_conversion))/(((1+i)**n_conversion)-1) 
433. FRC_storage=(i*((1+i)**n_storage))/(((1+i)**n_storage)-1) 
434.   
435. M_storage=2/100 
436. M_conversion=8/100 
437.   
438. storage_module=90*day_prod*((FRC_storage+M_storage)/(sum(prod)*0.63/33.3))  #USD 
439. conversion_module=50000*flow_max*((FRC_conversion+M_conversion)/(sum(prod)*0.63/33.3)) 
440. LH2=storage_module+conversion_module 

 

Annexed C. Python code – Hybrid CSP + PV  

 

1.  # # **3. 100 MW hybrid solar plant (CSP + PV)** 
2.   
3. import pandas as pd 
4. import numpy as np 
5. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
6. import math 
7.   
8. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', '-r gen_pv') 
9. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', '-r Production_pv') 
10. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', '-r LCOE_pv_2021') 
11. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', '-r LCOE_pv_2030') 
12. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', '-r month_pv') 
13.   
14. # **3.1.Defining Dispatch Schedules** 
15.   
16. gen_residual=100000-np.array(gen_pv) 
17. T_fraction=gen_residual/(100*1000) 
18.   
19. Table_Jan=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[0:744].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
20. Table_Feb=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[744:1416].reshape([28,24])).round(3) 
21. Table_Mar=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[1416:2160].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
22. Table_Apr=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[2160:2880].reshape([30,24])).round(3) 
23. Table_May=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[2880:3624].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
24. Table_Jun=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[3624:4344].reshape([30,24])).round(3) 
25. Table_Jul=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[4344:5088].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
26. Table_Aug=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[5088:5832].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
27. Table_Sept=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[5832:6552].reshape([30,24])).round(3) 
28. Table_Oct=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[6552:7296].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
29. Table_Nov=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[7296:8016].reshape([30,24])).round(3) 
30. Table_Dec=pd.DataFrame(T_fraction[8016:8760].reshape([31,24])).round(3) 
31.   
32. Table_annual=[Table_Jan,Table_Feb,Table_Mar,Table_Apr,Table_May,Table_Jun,Table_Jul,Table_Au

g,Table_Sept,Table_Oct,Table_Nov,Table_Dec] 
33.   
34. def Prod_Day(i): 
35.   Day=[Table_Jan.iloc[i],Table_Feb.iloc[i],Table_Mar.iloc[i],Table_Apr.iloc[i],Table_May.ilo

c[i],Table_Jun.iloc[i],Table_Jul.iloc[i],Table_Aug.iloc[i],Table_Sept.iloc[i],Table_Oct.iloc
[i],Table_Nov.iloc[i],Table_Dec.iloc[i]] 

36.   Day=pd.DataFrame(Day) 
37.   Day.index=range(0,12) 
38.   return Day 
39.   
40. Daily_factors=[] 
41. for i in range(0,28): 
42.   Daily_factors.append(Prod_Day(i)) 
43.   
44. Prod_28=[Table_Jan.iloc[28],np.zeros_like(Table_Jan.iloc[28]),Table_Mar.iloc[28],Table_Apr.i

loc[28],Table_May.iloc[28],Table_Jun.iloc[28],Table_Jul.iloc[28],Table_Aug.iloc[28],Table_Se
pt.iloc[28],Table_Oct.iloc[28],Table_Nov.iloc[28],Table_Dec.iloc[28]] 
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45. Prod_28=pd.DataFrame(Prod_28) 
46. Prod_28.index=range(0,12) 
47. Daily_factors.append(Prod_28) 
48.   
49. Prod_29=[Table_Jan.iloc[29],np.zeros_like(Table_Jan.iloc[29]),Table_Mar.iloc[29],Table_Apr.i

loc[29],Table_May.iloc[29],Table_Jun.iloc[29],Table_Jul.iloc[29],Table_Aug.iloc[29],Table_Se
pt.iloc[29],Table_Oct.iloc[29],Table_Nov.iloc[29],Table_Dec.iloc[29]] 

50. Prod_29=pd.DataFrame(Prod_29) 
51. Prod_29.index=range(0,12) 
52. Daily_factors.append(Prod_29) 
53.   
54. Prod_30=[Table_Jan.iloc[30],np.zeros_like(Table_Jan.iloc[30]),Table_Mar.iloc[30],np.zeros_li

ke(Table_Jan.iloc[30]),Table_May.iloc[30],np.zeros_like(Table_Jan.iloc[30]),Table_Jul.iloc[3
0],Table_Aug.iloc[30],np.zeros_like(Table_Jan.iloc[30]),Table_Oct.iloc[30],np.zeros_like(Tab
le_Jan.iloc[30]),Table_Dec.iloc[30]] 

55. Prod_30=pd.DataFrame(Prod_30) 
56. Prod_30.index=range(0,12) 
57. Daily_factors.append(Prod_30) 
58.   
59. def Dispatch_Control(day,Daily_factors): 
60.   Daily_factors_T=Daily_factors[day].T 
61.   df1=pd.DataFrame() 
62.   df2=pd.DataFrame() 
63.   df3=pd.DataFrame() 
64.   for i in range(0,12): 
65.     min=Daily_factors_T[i].min() 
66.     max=Daily_factors_T[i].max() 
67.     delta=(max-min)/8 
68.     if min!=0 and max!=0 : 
69.       df1[i]=pd.cut(Daily_factors_T[i], bins=[min-

delta,min,min+delta,min+2*delta,min+3*delta,min+4*delta,min+5*delta,min+6*delta,min+7*delta,
max], 
labels=[min,min+delta,min+2*delta,min+3*delta,min+4*delta,min+5*delta,min+6*delta,min+7*delt
a,max]) 

70.       df2[i]=pd.cut(Daily_factors_T[i], bins=[min-
delta,min,min+delta,min+2*delta,min+3*delta,min+4*delta,min+5*delta,min+6*delta,min+7*delta,
max], labels=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]) 

71.       df3[i]=[min,min+delta,min+2*delta,min+3*delta,min+4*delta,min+5*delta,min+6*delta,min+
7*delta,max] 

72.     else: 
73.       df1[i]=np.ones(24) 
74.       df2[i]=np.ones(24) 
75.       df3[i]=np.ones(9) 
76.   df1=df1.T 
77.   df2=df2.T 
78.   return [df1,df2,df3] 
79.   
80. List_1=[] #List of standardized values 
81. List_2=[] # Dispatch control 
82. List_3=[] # f_turb values 
83. for i in range(0,31): 
84.   df=Dispatch_Control(i,Daily_factors) 
85.   df1=df[0] 
86.   df2=df[1] 
87.   df3=df[2] 
88.   List_1.append(df1) 
89.   List_2.append(df2) 
90.   List_3.append(df3) 
91.   
92. for i in range(31): 
93.   List_3[i] = List_3[i].apply(lambda x: [y if y >= 0.3 else 0.3 for y in x]) 
94.   
95. # **3.2 Model Initialization** 
96.   
97. import PySAM.Solarpilot as sp 
98. import PySAM.TcsmoltenSalt as tcs 
99. system_model_hybrid = tcs.default('MSPTSingleOwner') 
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100. get_ipython().run_line_magic('matplotlib', 'inline') 
101.   
102. # **3.3 SolarResource Group** 
103.   
104. system_model_hybrid.SolarResource.solar_resource_file="Antofagasta.csv" 
105.   
106. # **3.4 System Design Group** 
107.   
108. P_ref=111 #[MW] 
109. Cycle_th_eff=0.412 
110. S_M=2.5 
111. Cycle_th_P=P_ref/Cycle_th_eff 
112. tshours=15 
113. system_model_hybrid.SystemDesign.P_ref=P_ref 
114. system_model_hybrid.SystemDesign.solarm=S_M 
115.   
116. model_opt1=sp.from_existing(system_model_hybrid) 
117. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_optical_error=0.00153 
118. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.q_design=round(S_M*Cycle_th_P) 
119. model_opt1.SolarPILOT.rec_aspect=21.6029/17.65 
120. model_opt1.execute() 
121.   
122. system_model_hybrid.SystemDesign.tshours=tshours 
123. system_model_hybrid.HeliostatField.helio_positions=model_opt1.Outputs.heliostat_positions 
124. system_model_hybrid.TowerAndReceiver.h_tower=model_opt1.Outputs.h_tower_opt 
125. system_model_hybrid.TowerAndReceiver.rec_height=model_opt1.Outputs.rec_height_opt 
126. system_model_hybrid.HeliostatField.N_hel=model_opt1.Outputs.number_heliostats 
127. system_model_hybrid.TowerAndReceiver.D_rec=model_opt1.Outputs.rec_height_opt/model_opt1.Ou

tputs.rec_aspect_opt 
128. #system_model_hybrid.HeliostatField.A_sf_in=model_opt1.Outputs.area_sf 
129. system_model_hybrid.HeliostatField.A_sf_in=model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_width*model_opt1.So

larPILOT.dens_mirror*model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_height*model_opt1.Outputs.number_heliostats 
130.   
131. Jan_gen=[] 
132. Feb_gen=[] 
133. Mar_gen=[] 
134. Apr_gen=[] 
135. May_gen=[] 
136. Jun_gen=[] 
137. Jul_gen=[] 
138. Aug_gen=[] 
139. Sept_gen=[] 
140. Oct_gen=[] 
141. Nov_gen=[] 
142. Dec_gen=[] 
143.   
144. j=0 
145. for i in range(0,31): 
146.   system_model_hybrid.SystemControl.weekday_schedule=List_2[i].values.tolist() 
147.   system_model_hybrid.SystemControl.weekend_schedule=List_2[i].values.tolist() 
148.   for k in range(0,12): 
149.     system_model_hybrid.SystemControl.f_turb_tou_periods=List_3[i].round(3)[k].values.toli

st() 
150.     system_model_hybrid.execute() 
151.     if k==0:  
152.       Jan=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[0:744] 
153.       Jan_gen.append(Jan[j:j+24]) 
154.     if k==1 and i!=28 and i!=29 and i!=30: 
155.       Feb=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[744:1416] 
156.       Feb_gen.append(Feb[j:j+24]) 
157.     if k==2: 
158.       Mar=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[1416:2160] 
159.       Mar_gen.append(Mar[j:j+24]) 
160.     if k==3 and i!=30:  
161.       Apr=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[2160:2880] 
162.       Apr_gen.append(Apr[j:j+24]) 
163.     if k==4: 
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164.       May=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[2880:3624] 
165.       May_gen.append(May[j:j+24]) 
166.     if k==5 and i!=30:  
167.       Jun=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[3624:4344] 
168.       Jun_gen.append(Jun[j:j+24]) 
169.     if k==6: 
170.       Jul=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[4344:5088] 
171.       Jul_gen.append(Jul[j:j+24]) 
172.     if k==7: 
173.       Aug=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[5088:5832] 
174.       Aug_gen.append(Aug[j:j+24]) 
175.     if k==8 and i!=30:  
176.       Sept=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[5832:6552] 
177.       Sept_gen.append(Sept[j:j+24]) 
178.     if k==9: 
179.       Oct=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[6552:7296] 
180.       Oct_gen.append(Oct[j:j+24]) 
181.     if k==10 and i!=30:  
182.       Nov=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[6552:7296] 
183.       Nov_gen.append(Nov[j:j+24]) 
184.     if k==11: 
185.       Dec=system_model_hybrid.Outputs.gen[8016:8760] 
186.       Dec_gen.append(Dec[j:j+24]) 
187.   j=j+24   
188.   
189. # **3.6. Outputs Group** 
190.   
191. gen_total=pd.DataFrame(Jan_gen+Feb_gen+Mar_gen+Apr_gen+May_gen+Jun_gen+Jul_gen+Aug_gen+Sep

t_gen+Oct_gen+Nov_gen+Dec_gen) 
192.   
193. gen_comb=[] 
194. for i in range(0,365): 
195.   gen_comb=gen_comb+gen_total.iloc[i].tolist() 
196.   
197. def 

LCOE_csp(d1,Site_prep,Solar_field,Fixed_tower_cost,Receiver_reference_cost,TES,Power_block,C
ontigencies,OM_fix,OM_var): 

198.     Sum1=0 
199.     Sum2=0 
200.     t1=7/100 
201.     for i in range(1,41): 
202.         Sum1 = Sum1 + (((1-d1)**i)/((1+t1)**i)) 
203.         Sum2 = Sum2 + (1/((1+t1)**i)) 
204.     Production_csp_adapted=sum(np.array(gen_comb)) 
205.     Site_prep=Site_prep*system_model_hybrid.HeliostatField.A_sf_in 
206.     Solar_field=Solar_field*system_model_hybrid.HeliostatField.A_sf_in 
207.     Fixed_tower_cost=Fixed_tower_cost 
208.     Tower_scaling_exp=0.0113 
209.     Total_tower_cost=Fixed_tower_cost*math.exp(Tower_scaling_exp*(system_model_hybrid.Towe

rAndReceiver.h_tower-
system_model_hybrid.TowerAndReceiver.rec_height/2+model_opt1.SolarPILOT.helio_height/2)) 

210.     Receiver_reference_cost=Receiver_reference_cost 
211.     Receiver_area=math.pi*system_model_hybrid.TowerAndReceiver.D_rec*system_model_hybrid.T

owerAndReceiver.rec_height 
212.     Receiver_reference_area=1571 
213.     Receiver_scaling_exponent=0.7 
214.     Solar_receiver=Receiver_reference_cost*(Receiver_area/Receiver_reference_area)**Receiv

er_scaling_exponent 
215.     #TES Thermal Capacity = Hours of Storage at Power Cycle Full Load × Cycle Thermal 

Input Power at Design 
216.     #Cycle Thermal Power (MWt) = Design Turbine Gross Output (MWe) ÷ Cycle Thermal 

Efficiency 
217.     Storage_capacity=(tshours*1000*P_ref)/Cycle_th_eff 
218.     TES=TES*Storage_capacity 
219.     #Balance_of_plant=290.00 
220.     #Power_cycle_cost=1040.00 
221.     #Power_block=(Balance_of_plant+Power_cycle_cost)*1000*P_ref 
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222.     Power_block=Power_block*1000*P_ref 
223.     #Contigencies=5% 
224.   
225.     CAPEX1=(Site_prep+Solar_field+Total_tower_cost+Solar_receiver+TES+Power_block)*Contige

ncies 
226.   
227.     OPEX1=OM_fix*P_ref*1000+OM_var*Production_csp_adapted*(1/1000) 
228.   
229.     LCOE_csp_adapted=((CAPEX1+OPEX1*Sum2)/(Production_csp_adapted*Sum1))*1000 
230.     return(LCOE_csp_adapted) 
231.   
232. LCOE_csp_adapted_2021=LCOE_csp(0.2/100,16.00,140,3000000.00,103000000.00,22,1330,105/100,6

6,3.5) 
233. LCOE_csp_adapted_2030=LCOE_csp(0.1/100,10,50,2189781,75182481.75,10,700,102/100,44,2.3) 
234.   
235. # **LCOE 2021** 
236.   
237. LCOE_hybrid_2021=(LCOE_csp_adapted_2021*sum(np.array(gen_comb))+LCOE_pv_2021*Production_pv

)/(sum(np.array(gen_comb))+Production_pv) 
238. LCOE_hybrid_2021 
239.   
240. # **LCOE 2030** 
241.   
242. LCOE_hybrid_2030=(LCOE_csp_adapted_2030*sum(np.array(gen_comb))+LCOE_pv_2030*Production_pv

)/(sum(np.array(gen_comb))+Production_pv) 
243. LCOE_hybrid_2030 
244.   
245. gen_with_curtailment=np.array(gen_pv)+np.array(gen_comb)*0.96 
246.   
247. for i in range(0,8760): 
248.   if (gen_with_curtailment[i]>100000): 
249.     gen_with_curtailment[i]=100000 
250.   
251. # **CF - ELECT - HYBRID** 
252.   
253. CF_hybrid=(sum(gen_with_curtailment))/(8760*0.9*111000) 
254. CF_hybrid 
255.   
256. gen_hybrid_limit=np.array(gen_with_curtailment) 
257.   
258. for i in range(0,8760): 
259.     if (gen_hybrid_limit[i]<100000*0.1): 
260.         gen_hybrid_limit[i]=0 
261.              
262. CF_elect_hybrid_alk=sum(gen_hybrid_limit)/(8760*0.9*111000) 
263.   
264. def LCOH(I,LCOE,f_p,eff,stack_lifetime=90000,percent_remp=0.4): 
265.     P_inst=100 #Installed power of the electrolyser [MW] 
266.     i=0.07 
267.     h=8760 #Hours in a year 
268.     N_rep=stack_lifetime/(f_p*h) 
269.     I=I+I*percent_remp*(1-i)**N_rep 
270.     n=30 
271.     FRC=(i*((1+i)**n))/(((1+i)**n)-1)  #Capital Recovery Factor 
272.     M=0.05 #Maintenance cost function as a percentage of investment, dependent on plant 

factor 
273.     Q_h2=20.3 #Hydrogen production capacity [kg/h] 
274.     Q_H2O=0.017  #Amount of water consumed [m3/kg of hydrogen] 
275.     P_H2O=1.4 #Water price [USD/m3] 
276.     Q_e=33.3/eff  #Amount of electricity consumed [kWh/kg of hydrogen] 
277.     P_e=LCOE 
278.     Q_O2=7.8 #Sale of oxygen taking into account the quantity produced [kgO2/kg of 

hydrogen] (optional term) 
279.     P_O2=0.03 #Selling price of oxygen [USD/kgO2] (optional term) 
280.     LCOH = I*(FRC+M)*33.3/(h*f_p*eff)+Q_H2O*P_H2O+Q_e*P_e 
281.      
282.     Water=Q_H2O*P_H2O 
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283.     Electricity=Q_e*P_e 
284.     Electrolysis=I*(FRC+M)*33.3/(h*f_p*eff) 
285.     return(LCOH,Water,Electricity,Electrolysis) 
286.   
287. # **LCOH - HYBRID - ALK - 2021** 
288.   
289. LCOH_hybrid_alk_2021=LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[0] 
290. LCOH_hybrid_alk_2021 
291. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'LCOH_hybrid_alk_2021') 
292.   
293. # **LCOH - HYBRID - PEM - 2021** 
294.   
295. LCOH_hybrid_PEM_2021=LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[0] 
296. LCOH_hybrid_PEM_2021 
297. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'LCOH_hybrid_PEM_2021') 
298.   
299. # **LCOH - HYBRID - ALK - 2030** 
300.   
301. LCOH_hybrid_alk_2030=LCOH(400,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.65,100000,0.15)[

0] 
302. LCOH_hybrid_alk_2030 
303.   
304. # **LCOH - HYBRID - PEM - 2030** 
305.   
306. LCOH_hybrid_PEM_2030=LCOH(650,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_hybrid,0.63,percent_remp=0.15)[0] 
307. LCOH_hybrid_PEM_2030 
308.   
309. W1 = 

[LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[1],LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_20
21/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[1]] 

310. Electri1 = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[2],LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_20
21/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[2]] 

311. Electro1 = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[3],LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_20
21/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[3]] 

312.   
313. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'W1') 
314. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'Electri1') 
315. get_ipython().run_line_magic('store', 'Electro1') 
316.   
317. labels = ['HYBRID-ALK-2021',"HYBRID-PEM-2021","HYBRID-ALK-2030","HYBRID-PEM-2030"] 
318. W = 

[LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[1],LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_20
21/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[1],LCOH(400,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.65,100000,0.
15)[1],LCOH(650,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_hybrid,0.63,percent_remp=0.15)[1]] 

319. Electri = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[2],LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_20
21/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[2],LCOH(400,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.65,100000,0.
15)[2],LCOH(650,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_hybrid,0.63,percent_remp=0.15)[2]] 

320. Electro = 
[LCOH(500,LCOE_hybrid_2021/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.63,100000)[3],LCOH(1100,LCOE_hybrid_20
21/1000,CF_hybrid,0.56)[3],LCOH(400,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_elect_hybrid_alk,0.65,100000,0.
15)[3],LCOH(650,LCOE_hybrid_2030/1000,CF_hybrid,0.63,percent_remp=0.15)[3]] 

321. width = 0.5       # the width of the bars: can also be len(x) sequence 
322.   
323. fig, ax = plt.subplots() 
324.   
325. bars = np.add(Electri, Electro).tolist() 
326.   
327. ax.bar(labels, Electri, width, label='Electricity') 
328. ax.bar(labels, Electro, width, bottom=Electri,label='Electrolysis') 
329. ax.bar(labels, W, width, bottom=bars,label='Water') 
330. ax.legend() 
331.   
332. ax.set_ylabel("USD/kg") 
333. ax.set_title('Levelised Cost of Hydrogen - CSP + PV hybrid') 
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334.   
335. #ax.bar(labels, women_means, width, bottom=men_means,label='Women') 
336.   
337. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
338. ax.plot(pd.date_range(start='1/1/2021', 

end='01/01/2022',periods=8760),gen_comb,label='CSP',c="tab:orange") 
339. ax.plot(pd.date_range(start='1/1/2021', 

end='01/01/2022',periods=8760),gen_pv,label='PV',c="tab:blue") 
340. ax.plot(pd.date_range(start='1/1/2021', 

end='01/01/2022',periods=8760),gen_with_curtailment,label='Hybrid',  c="tab:green") 
341.   
342. ax.set_ylabel('kW') 
343. ax.set_xlabel('Days of the year') 
344. #ax.set_title('Hourly energy generated by the system') 
345. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.7, 0.2)) 
346. plt.savefig("Ejemplo2.png") 
347. fig.autofmt_xdate() 
348.   
349. gen_csp=gen_comb 
350. Sum_Enero=sum(gen_csp[0:744]) 
351. Sum_Febrero=sum(gen_csp[744:1416]) 
352. Sum_Marzo=sum(gen_csp[1416:2160]) 
353. Sum_Abril=sum(gen_csp[2160:2880]) 
354. Sum_Mayo=sum(gen_csp[2880:3624]) 
355. Sum_Junio=sum(gen_csp[3624:4344]) 
356. Sum_Julio=sum(gen_csp[4344:5088]) 
357. Sum_Agosto=sum(gen_csp[5088:5832]) 
358. Sum_Septiembre=sum(gen_csp[5832:6552]) 
359. Sum_Octubre=sum(gen_csp[6552:7296]) 
360. Sum_Noviembre=sum(gen_csp[7296:8016]) 
361. Sum_Diciembre=sum(gen_csp[8016:8760]) 
362.   
363. Month =[Sum_Enero, Sum_Febrero, Sum_Marzo, Sum_Abril, Sum_Mayo, Sum_Junio, Sum_Julio, 

Sum_Agosto, Sum_Septiembre, Sum_Octubre, Sum_Noviembre,Sum_Diciembre] 
364.   
365. Months=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sept","Oct","Nov","Dec"] 
366. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
367.   
368. ax.bar(range(12),  
369.        height=Month, 
370.        label='CSP', 
371.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
372.        color="tab:orange", edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
373. ax.bar(range(12),  
374.        height=month_pv, 
375.        bottom=Month, 
376.        label='PV', 
377.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
378.        color="tab:blue", edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
379. ax.set_ylabel('kWh') 
380. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
381. ax.set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
382. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.6, 1)) 
383. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
384. ax.set_xticks(range(12)) 
385.   
386. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
387. eff_PEM=0.56 
388. eff_ALK=0.63 
389. df1=pd.DataFrame(np.array(Month)*0.96+np.array(month_pv)) 
390. df1["PEM"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 6.4))*(LHV/eff_PEM) 
391. df1["Liq"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 6.4))*6.4 
392. df1["Alk"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 6.4))*(LHV/eff_ALK) 
393. df1["Liq1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 6.4))*6.4 
394. df1["PEM1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 1.05))*(LHV/eff_PEM) 
395. df1["Comp"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_PEM + 1.05))*1.05 
396. df1["Alk1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 1.05))*(LHV/eff_ALK) 
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397. df1["Comp1"]=(df1[0]/(LHV/eff_ALK + 1.05))*1.05 
398.   
399. Months=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sept","Oct","Nov","Dec"] 
400. df1.index=Months 
401. df1.columns=["Energy", "PEM","Liq","Alk","Liq1","PEM1","Comp","Alk1","Comp1"] 
402.   
403. x=range(12) 
404. fig, ax = plt.subplots(2, 2) 
405. fig.set_size_inches(15, 10) 
406.   
407. ax[0, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
408.        height=df1["PEM"], 
409.        label='PEM', 
410.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
411.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
412. ax[0, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
413.        height=df1["Liq"], 
414.        bottom=df1["PEM"], 
415.        label='Liq', 
416.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
417.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
418. ax[0, 0].set_ylabel('kWh') 
419. #ax[0, 0].set_xlabel('Months') 
420. #ax[0, 0].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
421. ax[0, 0].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.75, 1)) 
422. ax[0, 0].set_xticklabels(Months) 
423. ax[0, 0].set_xticks(range(12)) 
424. ax[0, 0].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
425.   
426. ax[0, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
427.        height=df1["Alk"], 
428.        label='Alk', 
429.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
430.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
431. ax[0, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
432.        height=df1["Liq1"], 
433.        bottom=df1["Alk"], 
434.        label='Liq', 
435.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
436.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
437. ax[0, 1].set_ylabel('kWh') 
438. #ax[0, 1].set_xlabel('Months') 
439. #ax[0, 1].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
440. ax[0, 1].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.75, 1)) 
441. ax[0, 1].set_xticklabels(Months) 
442. ax[0, 1].set_xticks(x) 
443. ax[0, 1].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
444.   
445. ax[1, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
446.        height=df1["PEM1"], 
447.        label='PEM', 
448.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
449.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
450. ax[1, 0].bar(x=range(12),  
451.        height=df1["Comp"], 
452.        bottom=df1["PEM1"], 
453.        label='Comp', 
454.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
455.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
456. ax[1, 0].set_ylabel('kWh') 
457. #ax[1, 0].set_xlabel('Months') 
458. #ax[1, 0].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
459. ax[1, 0].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.75, 1)) 
460. ax[1, 0].set_xticklabels(Months) 
461. ax[1, 0].set_xticks(x) 
462. ax[1, 0].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
463.   
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464. ax[1, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
465.        height=df1["Alk1"], 
466.        label='Alk', 
467.        width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
468.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
469. ax[1, 1].bar(x=range(12),  
470.        height=df1["Comp1"], 
471.        bottom=df1["Alk1"], 
472.        label='Comp', 
473.        #width=0.8, bottom=0, align='center',  
474.        color=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None);  
475. ax[1, 1].set_ylabel('kWh') 
476. #ax[1, 1].set_xlabel('Months') 
477. #ax[1, 1].set_title('Monthly system power generated') 
478. ax[1, 1].legend(loc=1, ncol=3, bbox_to_anchor=(0.75, 1)) 
479. ax[1, 1].set_xticklabels(Months) 
480. ax[1, 1].set_xticks(x) 
481. ax[1, 1].grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
482.   
483. gen_csp=gen_with_curtailment 
484. Sum_Enero=sum(gen_csp[0:744]) 
485. Sum_Febrero=sum(gen_csp[744:1416]) 
486. Sum_Marzo=sum(gen_csp[1416:2160]) 
487. Sum_Abril=sum(gen_csp[2160:2880]) 
488. Sum_Mayo=sum(gen_csp[2880:3624]) 
489. Sum_Junio=sum(gen_csp[3624:4344]) 
490. Sum_Julio=sum(gen_csp[4344:5088]) 
491. Sum_Agosto=sum(gen_csp[5088:5832]) 
492. Sum_Septiembre=sum(gen_csp[5832:6552]) 
493. Sum_Octubre=sum(gen_csp[6552:7296]) 
494. Sum_Noviembre=sum(gen_csp[7296:8016]) 
495. Sum_Diciembre=sum(gen_csp[8016:8760]) 
496.   
497. comb1 =np.array([Sum_Enero, Sum_Febrero, Sum_Marzo, Sum_Abril, Sum_Mayo, Sum_Junio, 

Sum_Julio, Sum_Agosto, Sum_Septiembre, Sum_Octubre, Sum_Noviembre,Sum_Diciembre]) 
498.   
499. #2021 
500.   
501. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
502. eff_PEM=0.56 
503. eff_ALK=0.63 
504. H2_PEM_Liq=(comb1/(LHV/eff_PEM+6.4))*(1/1000) 
505. H2_PEM_Comp=(comb1/(LHV/eff_PEM+1.05))*(1/1000) 
506. H2_Alk_Liq=(comb1/(LHV/eff_ALK+6.4))*(1/1000) 
507. H2_Alk_Comp=(comb1/(LHV/eff_ALK+1.05))*(1/1000) 
508.   
509. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
510. y=np.arange(12) 
511. width1 = 0.2 
512. ax.bar(y - 1.5*width1,  
513.        height=H2_PEM_Liq, 
514.        label="PEM - Liq", 
515.        width=0.2, color="#4059AD");  
516.   
517. ax.bar(y +1.5*width1,  
518.        height=H2_PEM_Comp, 
519.        label='PEM - Comp', 
520.        width=0.2,color="#6B9AC4");  
521.   
522. ax.bar(y-0.5*width1,  
523.        height=H2_Alk_Liq, 
524.        label='Alk - Liq', 
525.        width=0.2,color="#97D8C4");  
526.   
527. ax.bar(y + 0.5*width1,  
528.        height=H2_Alk_Comp, 
529.        label='Alk - Comp', 
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530.        width=0.2, color="#F4B942");  
531.         
532. ax.set_ylabel('Tons of hydrogen') 
533. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
534. #ax.set_title('Monthly Hydrogen Production 2021') 
535. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=4, bbox_to_anchor=(1, 0.1)) 
536. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
537. ax.set_xticks(y) 
538. ax.grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
539.   
540. # In[125]: 
541.   
542. #2030 
543. LHV=33.3 #(kWh/KgH2) 
544. eff_PEM=0.63 
545. eff_ALK=0.65 
546. H2_PEM_Liq=(comb1/(LHV/eff_PEM+6.4))*(1/1000) 
547. H2_PEM_Comp=(comb1/(LHV/eff_PEM+1.05))*(1/1000) 
548. H2_Alk_Liq=(comb1/(LHV/eff_ALK+6.4))*(1/1000) 
549. H2_Alk_Comp=(comb1/(LHV/eff_ALK+1.05))*(1/1000) 
550.   
551. fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4), tight_layout=True, facecolor='w') 
552. y=np.arange(12) 
553. width1 = 0.2 
554. ax.bar(y - 1.5*width1,  
555.        height=H2_PEM_Liq, 
556.        label="PEM - Liq", 
557.        width=0.2, color="#4059AD");  
558.   
559. ax.bar(y +1.5*width1,  
560.        height=H2_PEM_Comp, 
561.        label='PEM - Comp', 
562.        width=0.2,color="#6B9AC4");  
563.   
564. ax.bar(y-0.5*width1,  
565.        height=H2_Alk_Liq, 
566.        label='Alk - Liq', 
567.        width=0.2,color="#97D8C4");  
568.   
569. ax.bar(y + 0.5*width1,  
570.        height=H2_Alk_Comp, 
571.        label='Alk - Comp', 
572.        width=0.2, color="#F4B942");  
573.         
574. ax.set_ylabel("Tons of hydrogen") 
575. ax.set_xlabel('Months') 
576. #ax.set_title('Monthly Hydrogen Production 2021') 
577. ax.legend(loc=1, ncol=4, bbox_to_anchor=(1, 0.1)) 
578. ax.set_xticklabels(Months) 
579. ax.set_xticks(y) 
580. ax.grid(alpha=0.5,axis='y') 
581.   
582. day_prod=(sum(gen_with_curtailment)/365)*0.63/33.3 
583. flow_max=np.array(gen_with_curtailment).max()*0.63/33.3 
584.   
585. #Compressed hydrogen gas storage system 
586.   
587. i=0.07 
588. n_conversion=15 
589. n_storage=20 
590.   
591. FRC_conversion=(i*((1+i)**n_conversion))/(((1+i)**n_conversion)-1) 
592. FRC_storage=(i*((1+i)**n_storage))/(((1+i)**n_storage)-1) 
593.   
594. M_storage=2/100 
595. M_conversion=4/100 
596.   
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597. storage_module=500*day_prod*((FRC_storage+M_storage)/(sum(gen_with_curtailment)*0.63/33.3)
)  #USD 

598. conversion_module=3900*flow_max*1.05*((FRC_conversion+M_conversion)/(sum(gen_with_curtailm
ent)*0.63/33.3)) 

599.   
600. GH2=storage_module+conversion_module 
601.   
602. #Liquid hydrogen 
603.   
604. i=0.07 
605. n_conversion=20 
606. n_storage=20 
607.   
608. FRC_conversion=(i*((1+i)**n_conversion))/(((1+i)**n_conversion)-1) 
609. FRC_storage=(i*((1+i)**n_storage))/(((1+i)**n_storage)-1) 
610.   
611. M_storage=2/100 
612. M_conversion=8/100 
613.   
614. storage_module=90*day_prod*((FRC_storage+M_storage)/(sum(gen_with_curtailment)*0.63/33.3)) 

 #USD 
615. conversion_module=50000*flow_max*((FRC_conversion+M_conversion)/(sum(gen_with_curtailment)

*0.63/33.3)) 
616. LH2=storage_module+conversion_module 

 

It is also possible to download the source code from the following GitHub repository: 

https://github.com/fcomoraga/Master-s_thesis_Francisco_Moraga 
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